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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

One of the imost sp^i^iticuS-ir and c^irtiioly one of the 

most commlex of nuclear transformations Ls the fission of 

heavy nuclei. The fission process involves the breakdown or 

splitting of a nucleus of high atomic weight into two main 

fragments with the simultaneous release of a trmieodous em^o^u^it 

of energy.

All nuclei with more thio 83 protons and 126 neutrons 

are unstable. Through a cocmHiated series of decay chains 

involving the emmse-on of both alpha- and betl-laltilles, 

they finally reach stibblity either as isotopes of lead or 

(io a fem cises) as Bl203. Spontaneous a^iiemisskn Ls 

generally a much more probable process than spontaneous fis

sion; although the litter has been observed among the isotopes 

of some naturally occurring elements, notably those of thoruim 

and uranium. Fission only becomes favourable when exdtitboo 

energies greater thin 6 lev. ire provided.

Tide simp^st way of exciting nuclei is through bornmard 

ment with neutrons. A neutron, unlike a charged particle, Ls 

not influenced by the poweeful long range Coulomb field about 

the nucleus, and hence can come within the shorter range of 

the even more powwrful nuclear forces without the necessity of 

much kinetic energy, once within this range, the neutron 

1.
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interacts strongly with the nuclear field. It is frequently 

incorporated with the rest of the nucleons to form a nucleus 

quuaitatively differing from the original only by one unit of 

maas. Howwver, this new nucleus is in a highly excited state 

due to the binding energy of the added neutron. In the low 

mass region, this binding energy is usually released as gamma

radiation. Howwver, if sufficient to overcome the threshold 

energy of 6 Mev., it will promote de-excitation of a heavy 

nucleus through the fission process.

Only nuclei with an even number of protons (92 or 

greater) and an odd number of neutrons are known to undergo 

fission to any appreciable extent by the singular effect of 

the binding energy of a captured neutron. For similar nuclei 

containing an even nu^i^f^:r of neutrons, this binding energy is 

significantly less than the fission threshold value. Only 

when pairing with an odd neutron can ocour, will the capture 

of a slow (or thermal") neutron result in fission.

Several nuclei that undergo fission by thermal neut-
2 75 2 79rons are known. The most common of these are U J' , and Pu 3 • . 

The isotope of uranium is found in nature• ' whereas the 

natural abundance of Pu239 is virtuaMy negligible. This 

isotope is generally prepared through a series of reactions 

ft The term 'thermaa • refers to neutrons with a kinetic 
energy spectum similar to that of the mooecules of a 
gas at room tempeer^^.

## Na^ral uranium has the followingcommelStion:
U234 0.0058#, U235 0.715% and U23° ".28%.
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resulting from the capture of a thermal neutron by U23^, which 

is very abundant.

At present, U235 and (and to some extent probab

ly u233) are being used, as nuclear fuels. As suoh, they have 

been the suhbect of numerous experimeetal studies, many of 

which have been concerned with determining the yields of the 

various fission produecs. The accumulition of knowledge con

cerning the fission products and their individual yields has 

played an extremely important role in guiding nuclear reactor 

design and improving efficiency of operation.

The impel otance of this knowledge, however, extends 

far beyond the scope of just technical operations. It has had 

conniderable influence on the course of current theories of 

nuclear structure, and stands as a final body of facts to be 

explained by any qumnitative theory. From this point of view 

alone, the determination of the most accurate fission yield 

data possible is indeed a very worthwhile venture.

The variation of yield with both the charge on a pri

mary fission fragment nucleus and its mass are of flndameetal 

impprtance to the complete understanding of the fission pro

cess. A qu^^^tative yield vs. charge study, however, is 

hindered experimennally by the fact that the primary fragments 

have a neutron-to-proton ratio much too great for stability 

in their respective mass regions, and de-excite very rapidly 

by the emission of betp-ppar ides. Thus any significant data
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on the varlation of yleld with nuclear charge can be directly 

obtalned only through the use of physical methods capable of 

resolvlng nuclel of different charge virtually imlmtdately 

after flssion. Unnootunately, no such methods have yet been 

successfully applled.

The other type of flssion yleld correlatlon, namely 

yleld vs. mass, happens to remain falrly constant with time. 

Beta-emiBslon from the flssion products has no appreciable 

effect. On the other hand, delayed neutron e]ms8icn, occur- 

rlng after beta decay has started, has been found limlted to 

comuaaatively few nuclides. Beeides, the chaaatCeI,i8tlcs of 

these delayed neutron emitters have been falrly well estab

lished and their lnfluence on the observed flssion ylelds may 

be estimated with considerable certalnty.

All methods of determinlng the variation of yleld 

with mass have shown that the formatlon of pairs of fragments 

with equal mass ls not very slgniflcant ln the flssion of any 

nucleus, unless the energy of excitation ls o/er 100 Fev. 

For example, ln the thermal neutron flssion of the yleld

of ldentlcal (mass 117 or thereabouts) ls virtually

negliglble compared to the ylelds of fragments around mass 95 

and 13?. The correspondlng reglons of preference ln the 
thermal neutron fl8sion of Pu2? are sltuated about mEieses 98 

and 139 •

The varlation of yleld withln these moot probable 
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regions has been the subject of much investigation* iitenly 

radiochemical data indicated that for the thermal neutron 

fLssioo of U2^, for example, "the yield-mass r^aUon^.p 

might be a regular one, starting with very low yields for iden

tical pairs of fragments, then rising smoothly unn.il the peak 

due to the corresponding masses quoted above was reached, and 

finally descending regularly and rapidly with increasing 

asymmeery of fL-seoon, Similar trends were reported for the 

thermal neutron fission of pu23^, as Lllustrated in Figure I.

Howevvr, with the advent of more accurate techniques, 

such as mass spectrometry, numerous irregularities, indicating 

fine structure, have been found. It Ls of considerable in

terest to determine whether this fine structure Ls character

istic of the primary fission act or Ls due to poot-fission 

processes that affect the yields individually, apart from 

delayed neutron emission. Such details can be definitely 

established only after sufficient accurate fission yield data 

is available.

At present, mass tpectromiericRliy determined fission 

yields are considered the mmst reliable. Howeevr, only pre

cise relative yields of the isotopes of isolated fission 

product elements have been reported to date as having been 

obtained by direct ^^t^^t^i^rrem^r^fr. These have all been expressed 

in terms of the total yield of fission products, through the 

use of rad io chemccHy determined data as norrmlization ponts.
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The many calibrations involved in counting measure

ments make it often difficult to assess the accuracy of the 

final resuUt. An accurate method of fission product analysis, 

complleely independent of counting techniques, would, there

fore, seem highly desirable.

This thesis reports a successful attempt at measuring 

fission yields with the combined use of isotope dilution and 

mass spectromeery. 1’his method of quuatitativa analysis, al

though not quite as sensitive as radio chemical techniques for 

work with fission products formed in low yield, has been 

found capable of accurate results in several important regions 

of tiie mass yield distribution. The absolute (cwmulaive)
2 "3*?fi.ssion yields for the thermal neutron fi,ssion of U 3' at 

masses 8$, 87, 88, and 90» which conssitute part of the light

fragment distribution, and at masses 133, 135, 13*7 142 to 1J2 

and 154 have been determined with a precision close to 1%.

For this work, the total yield of fission products in a known 

weight of irraaiated uranium was calculated from the results 

of a neutron flux monntoring experiment emppoying B? . The 

B^/B ratio before and after irradiation had been deter

mined m^8s slectromearically, end the average neutron flux 

during the irradiation calculated using the best available 

value of the capture cross-section for thermal neutronc.

Values for the fission yields in the same mass regions 

for the thermal neutron ^ssion of Pu239 have also b^n ob-
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tained with the use of isotope dilution*  However, no direct 

measurement of the total yield of fission products was made in 

this case*  Cocnequi)vnly, the results can be expressed only 

relative to one another, unless they are normalized e.t a 

radio^em ioally determined point. Sven without this normaai- 

zation, however, enough information is available to reveal 

many of the trends in the heavy mass region, especially with

Mftrme those found for the fiBR°^on of ^35*



IIISTQRI CAL INTRQDUCT ION

A. The Discovery of Fission and Belated Phenipena

The interaction of neutrons with uranim to produce 

nuclei undergoing beta-decay was first observed by Icroi and 

cc-workeri in 1934 (1). Icroi at that tioc aiBurncd nuclei of 

atotLc nu^t^(^:r 93 or higher were being foroed, Noddack (2), 

on the other hand, did not find the evidence sufficiently con

vincing, and suggested that possibly a split in the uranim 

nucleus o[gh't have occurred to forrn nuclei of lower atopic 

nuoobr. Howeeer, her slccutatLii leBoed to have had very 

little effect on future aceclianteis• Firthcr work during 

the years 1937 and 1938, ptinly carried out by MeCtner, 

Str^a^i^i^oann, and Hahn (3) (4) in Geroany, and Ciuic and Sav- 

itch (5) (6) in France, continued to bc interpreted in terns 

of transuranic elcocnt fiiuttiii. Howeeer, evidence for 

the production of isotopes resembling Ba and La in chemtcal 

lropectLcs, aroused suspicion of the current interpretations, 

and aropptca Hahn and ftra8toann in 1939 to undertake a very 

careful chemical investigation of the problto. Tlili resulted 

in the concCu8iee proof that Ba and La isotopes were actually 

being fomed during the irradiation of uraniirn with neutrons 

(7 )• Soon isotopes of I, Br, Xe, Kr, Cs, and Rb were found (8) 

8.
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and the splitting of the uranium nucleus became an accepted fact. 

Thia newly acknowledged nuclear phenomenon was given the name 

fission’ by Meitner and Frisch in the same year. (9)

It was first painted out by Meitner and Frisch (9) that 

the division of a heavy nucleus, such as that of uranium or 

thorium, into two lighter fragmenIts of equivalent size would 

involve the release of a tremendous amount of energy, due to 

the muuual repulsion of the charges on the two fragments, once 

the latter were separated. This was soon exper^a^a!^ con- 

firaed by Frisch (10) and Joliot (11) independently. Frisch 

observed great pulses of ionization when the fission fragments 

passed through a gas, while Joliot showed that the 

had sufficient kinetic energy to be ejected from the surface of 

an irradiated sample of uraniim and had a maximum range in air 

of about 3 cm*

Soon after, Jentschke and Prankl (12) found that the 

energetic pulses from fission fm^g^<^n1ts could be divided accord

ing to magnntude into two groups at about 60 and 100 Hev. A 

little later, more elaborate experiments by 'ooth, Dunning, end 

Slack (13), carried out with very thin electrically de^p) sited 

layers of uranium meeal, showed a continuous distribution of 

size of pulse with two pronounced maxima at 100 Mev. and 72 Nev. 

Here was then direct evidence that ssymtleiric fission was the 

favoured process.

!'isnwhili, von Halban, Joliot and Kowaarki (14) (19) as 
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well as Anderson, Fermi and Hmintein (16) found that, in water 

containing a neutron source, the thermal neutron density was 

increased in the presence of uranium. Szilard and Zinn (17) 

reported that neutrons were emitted with considerable energy 

and apparently instantaneously when uranium was bommarded with 

neutrons. Before this instantaneous ermssion had been dis-
z

covered, Roobrts, keyer and Wang (18) found a delayed emission 

of neutrons which apparently taloned a short-lived beta

active product. Szilard and Zinn (17) showed quite conncusive- 

ly that the instantaneous e^mi^^ion was very much stronger than 

the delayed and assumed it co rm s ponded to a direct ejection of 

neutrons from the fission fragmenns. Theer m^r^l3urrm^r^tiB yield

ed a value of 2*3  neutrons emitted per fission (19), which was 

contBstett with the previously detemined less accurate data of 

Amerson, Penal and Szilard (20) and von Halban, Hooiot and 

fowwrski (21).

The problem as to which isotope of naniim was under

going fission by thermal neutrons was first seriously considered 

by Brhr in 1939 (22). On the basis of calculations coneerning 

critical energies for fission of the known isotopes of naniim 

and the binding energy released due to the absorption of a 

neutron, Bohr came to the startling conclusion that the com

paratively rare isotone, U^35, was responsible for the thermal 

neutron fission of uranium. This was later confiraed exppri- 

meenally by Hier, Booth, Dunning and Grosse (23) who worked
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with the separated lsotopes of uranium.

ThuB, wlthln a year after the revelation of flssion 

by Hahn and Strassmann (7), many of the sallent features of 

thls process were known ln surprlslng detail. Since that 

time, the extended research ln thls fleld has been enormous. 

Fisslon hee been observed ln dozens of nuclel under varlous 

modes of excitatlon. These studies, for example, range from
209the 190 * * ev. deuteron flssion of Bl * (24) to the 3-hour 

spontaneous flssion of an lsotope of element 100 with mass 

254 (25).
In partlcllar, the flssion of U2? end of Pu2? has 

been very thoroughly lnvestlgated. Since the results of the 

prevlous studies concernlng the thermal neutron flssion of 

these two nuclel are of direct lnterest to the lnvestlgations 

reported ln thls thesls, the dlscusslon ln the followlng sec

tions of the Historlcal Introduction has been restricted 

ciIiO-s to t^h^emS especially slnce excd-lent reviews deallng 

with other types of flssion are available (26) (27) (28),
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B. Characteristics of* the Thermal Neutron Fission
of U23? and Pu23?

From the experimental data accumuUated during the

course of fission studies, it became apparent that the sequen-

ty of events following the capture of a thermal neutron by 
2 75U ** say, could in general be expressed as follows:

where 92u236 is the excited, compound nucleus,

(Z1.A1) and (Z2»A2) are the primary fission frag
ments, the subscript 1 and 2 
referring to light and heavy 
meas respectively,

Vy and V2 are the neutrons emitted from
the primary fragments,

(^,Ai-Vi) and (Z2»A2“V2) are the fission products under
going beta decay,

Uis»Al"Vi) and (Z28,A2”V2) are the stable fission products.
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It is now generally conceded that thermal neutron fis

sion Ls a relatively slow process (24). After the capture of 

a neutron, there Ls enough time for considerable rearrangement 

of the nucleons before separation into fragments takes place. 

The division into two fragmenOs, namely binary fission, has 

been shown to be the moot impootant process by far. Ternary 

and quaternary fissions occur only 3 x 10 3 and 2 x 10 times

as often, respectively (29)-

The emission of neutrons from the primary fLssioo 

fragments (reaction (b) above) has been found to take place
-14for the mmaor part within 10 sec. of the actual fLssioo act

(a) (30). The latest figure for the number of neutrons emit

ted per fLssioo Ls 2.5 - 0.1 (31)» thus suggeeting that v^ and 

v2, the number of neutrons emitted from corresponding frag- 

miens, may be 1 or 2 (or possibly even 0) depending on the 

nature of the fragmeeOs. Fraser (30) has shown, through a 

study of the angular distribution of the prompt neutrons, that 

on the average the light fragment group emits 30 per cent more 

neutrons than does the heavy. Recent work (48) indicates that 

neutron emission from the light fragment predominates at low 

mass ratios, whereas at high mass ratios neutron emission from 

the heavy fragment Ls mire probable.

In addition to the release of neutrons from the pri

mary fragments, some emission of neutrons can occur after beta

decay (reaction (c)) has started. Ccetain nuclides, after the
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ejection of a beta-pait-cle or more, find theoae-ves Ln an 

excited state favourable for the -mandate release of a neu

tron. I owever, these delayed neutron emitters account for 

only l,olo.2» of the total number of neutrons eimtted (33) • 

Hence, the figure, 2.£, for the average number of neutrons 

released per fission may be taken as representative of 

prompt neutron emission within experimental error.

The average amount of energy released per fission Ls 

about 190 Mev. (33). Of this, 160 lev. is released is kin

etic energy of the two main fragments, 5 *ev.  is ridLited as 

gajmmirays, 5 Mev. Ls carried off as kinetic energy by the 

prompt neutrons, and about 20 Mev. results from the beti- 

decay of the fission products. On the average, the eimssion 

of 3 beta-particles from each Ls necessary before

stibblity is reached. Thus each beta decay may be considered 

to release approximately 3 Mev. Howwver, this Ls not exactly 

the easel the release of energy accompanying beti-emission as 

low as O.O76 Mev. (for Sm13 deciy) and as high is 6.5 Mev. 

(for I MM decay) has been recorded (34) (35).

219The details of the thermal neutron fission of Pu w 

ire very similar to those discussed above, except for the 

fact that more neutrons (3.0 +0,1 per fission) ire released 

on the average, and the p^bali-ity of fission Ls higher for 
thLs nuclide thao for v235 The fissioo lroBB-Btltioo of

Pu239 - 8 664 blros, whereas thit of U23 -s 549 baros M ($1).

# A bim, by definition, is 10"24- cm.2.
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The preferred asyu■ntery of fission has already been 

pentnonea in the Geeeral Introduction and illustrated in Fig

ure which itowi the fiiiion yield curves for UU3? nd

pu23* obtainc. trough raaiocheoical stupes (36) • Such 

studies reveal that the yield of the pt8t probable oode rela

tive to that of the Eyulttrrcal one (the so-callc^a pcek-to- 

valley ratio) is £50:1 for the theronl neutron fission of 

and only 1J0:1 for pu239 (37) (28).

The variation of the peak-to-valley ratio with excita

tion energy of thc ciupotnd nucleus has bccn a subject of 

considerable interest. Froo a comtprisin of the fragoentary 

data for different coopoundi ct various energies of cxcc.tation, 

it has been shown (38) (39) that one can obtain a strong corre

lation between thc energy of ex citation and thc leak-to-ealLey 

ratio over a considerable range of values. This correlation 

shows that the peak-to-valley ratio decreases very rapidly 

with increase in excitation energy. 8uch a mot oan bc inter

preted as an cxcc-tation curve for the firuation of asyuuttrit 

products relative to syuuttric ones for the fission of heavy 

ele^<^i^1ts in geneeal. It indicates, for cxaptle, that the 

yield of sylu^ttric products in spontaneous fission would bc 

nunteallt•ably low, as has bccn indicated to be thc case froo 

spontaneous fission yield studies to date (40) (41) (42).

Another interesting fact revealed in comuaring the 

fission yie]^d patterns of u235 end uU 39 "i tha^ whh^ the
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2 T9light mass peak is d^^aced to higher maeeM for Pu 37 f the
2 35 

position of the heavy mass peak compared to that of U re

mains virtually unaffected. reluctance of the heavy

massB peak to shhft position see^ms to be chilraieeistic of a- 

Byrnieetic fission in general. For example, the thermal neut
ron ftssion of U233 (4^ the fast neutron ^ssion of U173^ 

(44) (45) and of Th2 32 (46^ and the spontaneous Heston of 

Cm' (47)--to mention only a few casees-all result in a

heavy mass peak at practically the same position, espe^aHy 

with regard the side favouring lighter m^a^i^<^8. Contuurint 

with s change in mass of the fissioning nuclide, however, is 

a change in the breadth and shape of the peaks. Thus, for 

Pu.239, the yieMs of highly sBymneitic ^solons (though still 

not very la^e) are much more silnificltt tom for U23?.

£• The Yields of Fission Products

In 1941 Amerson, Fermi, and Grosse (49) measured the 

number of betl-disittilrltiots of a suitable mernmer of a radio

active series resulting from the fission of urrniim after a 

qualitative chemoa! separation and under specified giomeiry 

CQntitiot8• Since then this technique, although vastly im

proved, has been applied by many others to some memmer or mem

bers of practically every mass ohain produced in fission, and 

has resulted in fairly quantttltivi results where the half

lives concerned have been more than a few hours but less than
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FIGURE I • RADIOCHEMICAL FISSION YIELD CURVES
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2 19 a year. The radiochemical fission yields for U23? and Pu 

obtained prior to 1949 have been crnveenen01y assembled by 

Co^yn and Sugar^m (36). On examining these results one 

can Bee that the reprod^cibi^y obtained, although sufficient

ly good to establish the main features of the mmas-yield dis

tribution, was not generally better than * 10% and in several 

cases not good enough to establish with certainty the yields 

of some masees within even 30%. Hence it was quite justifiable, 

on the strength of this information, to draw a curve of best 

fit through the data and thus obtain smooth yield-mass curves 

for the various fissile elements studied.

(a) Fine Structure in the Mass Yield Distribution

The first attempt at mensuring fission yields with a 

mass spectrometer by Thode and Graham in 194-5 (5°) resulted in 

data that could not be reconciled with a smooth mass yield 

curve. Firther work by Macormmrr, Colins and Thode (51) con

fined the fact that, of the stable xenon isotopes that resum

ed from the dermal oe^^r^oo fission of u235, Xe1 M was formed 

in a yield about 30% higher than expected from a smooth curve. 
Furthermore, they were able to ahow that the yield of Xe1p 

was over 20% higher than expected on the same basis. By that 

time considerable experimental evidence for nuclear shell struc

ture was available (52) and the fact that the observed anomaly 

occurred in the vicinity of the 82-neutron shell was soon 
realized. Glendmin (53) attempted to explain the favoured 
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yields at misses 133 and I34 entirely on the attump0lon that 

nuclei with 83 neutrons formed either as primary fragments or 

resulting from the emission of a neutron by a primary frag

ment would have a good probbaility of “boiling off” a neutron 

to form the very favourable 82-neutron conOiglratito. This 

mechanism, although Increasing the yield at misses I33 and 

I34 as required, caused a corresponding decrease in the yields 

of masses I35 and 136. The fact that this had not been ob

served ex]^(^rime^Ot^].ly led Wiles et al (54) (55) to suggest 

that, in addition to the Glendenin mechanism, a favoured yield 

of 82-neutron fragments was chhaaacteistic of the primary 

fission process. By assuming that this added effect was a 

function of the distance of the nuclide from the Bohr- '/heeler 

stability curve, and therefore increased in going from mass 

131 to I36, Lt was found possible to construct a semi- 

empirlcal curve fairly well in line with the experlmeeOal data.

Since then, Glendenin and co-workers (56) have examined 

the stable molybdenum isotopes from fLssioo mass spectrtmeeri- 

cally and have found an enhanced yLeld for l!o100. Wi.es (57) 

has also done radiochemical work in this region and, although 

his results are not quite as accurate as the mass tpectaomeeric 

d^^ they do Lodl.cate tha the ^eM of ho101 .s i.so abnor- 

maHy high.

By folding the fission yield curve in such a way as to 

superimpose the light mass peak over the heavy (on the assump-
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tion that the maseeB of comppemennary added to 2 33«5)»

it has been shown (56) that the observed fine structure in both 

mass regions coincided, but was more pronounced for the heavy 

mass peak. This seemed to be good confirmation of the original 

suggestion by *lies et al (55) that part of the fine structure 

in the heavy m^es region was Claaacttei8tit of the primary 

fission process.

Pappas (58) has recently maie a study of the neutron 

binding energies in the region of closed shells (in particular 

the 50, @2, and 126 neutron configurations). The results of 

his analysis indicate that, in addition to the high probbMiity 

of neutron eIne8slon by fragments with Jl and 83 neutrons 

(original postulate of Clendenin), the probbabiity of neutron 

eroe88ion by fragments with 3, 5 &nd 7 neutrons more than closed 

shells is also significantly high. On this basis, Pappas pre

dicted that in addition to the sub-peak at mass 134, there 

should be pronounced, but simaier, sub-peaks at masses 136, I3O, 

142, and 144. Using the results of his own radiochemical study 

in this mass region, the best available information concerning 

delayed neutron emelterB,ani the available mass spec tromme^c 

data nor^E^a-ized at suitable points, Pappas claimed good agree

ment between the experipennal data and his predicted yield - 

mass curve. The quoted fission yields, however, were in many 

cases not accurate enough to establish whether this agreement 

was actually real.
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Recendly (£9) Fleming has mass slectro:nitrically deter

mined the relative fi8sioo yields of xenon and krypton isotopes 
from the thermal neutron fLssion of U233 and Pu23. re-

215suits were compared with the corresponding diti for U a and 

U -* oobt^i^-^^^^cl i n thhe lalbrrltry ( 66)) aid ii twi clonlu(leV 

that fine structure in the mass region I3I to 1j7 wi8 mainly 

due to a primary preference for certain nuclei, probably as a 

result of the extra stibblity of the 82 neutron configurations.

The effect originally suggested by Glendenin and liter extended 

by Pippis (as discussed above) could not be reconciled, with the 

new diti, and was considered to be of secondary -m^rtince, if 

it existed it ill.

Thus one can conclude that the proble 1 of fine struc

ture Lo the yield mass ourvo Ls still open to a great deal of 

LovestigitLon. It seems quite certain that some of the diffi

culties Lo explaining observed fission yields to date may be 

directly the result of -oiccurite fission yields. Over thirty 

mus-c^ins from the fLssion of U235 have beeo examined with 

the mass spectrometer through the combined efforts of 'rhode and 

co-workers in this laboratory and Iogrhim's g roup it the Argonne 

National Lnbooatory. These ire given in Tables I and II.

Although the prec-sion of the mass Blectromitr-l 

me-ts •^ems©!^^ -s exceedingly grrd. su^equent correct-oos3 

to the date may lead to erroneous results for the fission yields.

# These will be discussed liter in connection with the 
iov!tstigorLooB of this thesis.
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TABLB I

Masi SpeeCromitrically Deterunnca Reeatiee Fission 
Yields Comoarcd to Sooth Curve Values

Mass Region

// acknowledged ''fine structure”.

Iaotopes 
tampered

Relative Fiss
Mass BppcCromoeric

ion Yields
From Smooth tarve 

(6t)

Kr 83 0.270 (60) 0.21
84 0.506 # O.34
8? 0.643 0.68
86 1.000 1.00

Rb 85 0.475 (55) 0.542 (61) 0.50
87 1.000 1.000 1.00

sr 88 0.68 (55) 0.607 (61) 0.74
90 1.00 1.000 1.00

Zr 91 0.890 (56) 0.87
92 0.911 0.94
93 0.974 0.97
94 1.000 1.00
9 6 0.997 1.02

Mo 95 1.000 (56) 1.00
97 0.949 0.97
98 0.944 0.97

100 1.034 i 0.94
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TABLS II

Mass Spectrometrically Determined Relative Fission 
Yields Compared to Seeoth Curve Values 

(U235-Heavy Mass Region)

# acknowledged "fine structure".

Isotopes 
Cmmpred

Reeative Fission Yields
Mass Speetromeeric From Snmoth (Curve 

(61) 

C 133 1.091 #(55) 0.73
135 1.054 # 0.95
137 1.000 1.00

Xe 131 1.000 (60) 1.00
132 1.497 # 1.29
133 2.264 # 1.61
13* 2.739 # 1.96
136 2.182 2.18

Nd 143 1.000 (61) 1.000 (62) 1.00
144 0.927 0.859 0.98
145 0.660 0.670 O.87
146 0.499 0.520 0.74
148 0.279 0.304 0.37
150 0.112 0.122 0.17

Sm 147 1.95 (62) 1.86
149 1.000 1.00
151 0.405 0.39
152 0.254 0.21
154 0.083 0.064
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These undoubtedly account for some of the large differences in 

the values reported in Table I. ‘ Mooeover, unccetainties soon 

arise when attempts at normalization are made. Several efforts 

have been made to improve the radiochemical techniques to the 

exitent that they give exceeient reproducibility, however, the 

results of independent laboratories frequently do not agree. 
For example, the yield of I 3^ (one of the most extensively 

studied radioactive fission products) has been given values 

ranging from 2.8y (64) to 3.28% (65). At present, a value of 

3.14% is favoured (66). Since I11 is chosen as a normdiza- 

tion point for the mass spectromeerically determined yields of 

the xenon isotopes, this variation has had a conniderable in

fluence on the na^glStude of the fine structure in the mass 

region I3I-I37 in terms of the mass yield curve in general. 

Hence, it would seem very inpootant to either establish once 

and for Hl the yield of a particular mass in the region of 

flce-srrccrcie or to accurately fix it with respect to a yield 

in the neodymium mass region, say, where mass Bpeitroneerlc 

data is again available (61) (62).

(b) De flayed Neutron Elitters

Although the conCributioc of delayed neutrons to the 

yield of neutrons in fission has been shown to be sma.H (32), 

the effects of delayed neutron emiiters on individual chain 

yields may be of considerable consequence. All the available 

information concerning delayed neutron emiiters identified 

among the fusion products of U235 and Pu23? is given in Ta"ble

III.
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TABLB III

YieMa of Delayed Neu trona in Thermal Beutron Pinion1

JL
r From data crmm01rd by Pappas (£8).

Haar-life Delayed Neutron 
Em milter

CrOributi.on to Oi»1o Yield (%)
u235 -----------239-----Pu39

O.OJ 8. O.O63

0.43 •• A«85 0.21

1.13 8. O.43

1.52 B. Sb1 (?) 0.60

4.51 B. Br<89)
0.53 O.36

22.0 s• 0.42 0.26

55*6  s. BT8? O.O63 O.O39

0.8 m. Sb134 (?)

3.0 m. 5.8 x IO'6

12 m. 5.5 x IO* 8

125 m. 3.0 x IO-8
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The main obbectives of this work were twofold: 1) to 

determine the absolute fission yields of the stable and long- 

lived isotopes of cesium, rubiHim, stron^m, neodymium, and 

samarium in the thermal neutron fission of and 2) to

determine the accurate relative yields of the isotopes of each 

of these elements in the thermal neu’tron fission of Pu * * , and, 

if possible, to correlate the yields of the various elements 

without the need of radiochemical data.

This was to be done with the combined use of isotope 

dilution and mass spectroriatric analysis.

A. Isotope dilution

The technique of isotope dilution as applied to the 

present problm can be best illustrated by means of a simulated 

exam pl e.

Suppose a sample of uranium hns been liraiiatei and the 

relative fission yields of the isotopes of element X have been 

determined mass spect^ometrictCly. In particular, let us con- 

^der the isot^opes Xx and X2 whose raUo in fusion is midh 

different from that in nature (provided the isotopes are found 
in nature). Let the isotope ratio in fission ( [x1]/[x^3) be 

Rf. We now add a known amount of the natural element to an

26.
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aliquot of the fission product solution. Suppose the result 

ing ratio for X^ and X~ is Rf Then R^n can be expressed as 

follows

where is the no. of atoms of X1
in the fission product solution,

is the no. of atoms of < added, 

and so on.

Now

Therefore (1

Since lAk ^db2Jn are known from the amount of the stan

dard solution added and the normal isotopic compoostion of the 

natural element (as given in the literature), a mess srectromet- 
rjic evaluation of R and R^ gives fX2ff directly.

This can be used to calculate the fission yield of X2 

provided the number of fissions per gram of uranium is known, 

end the ap^ropoipte' corrections for decay of x2 or incomplete 

decay of its precursors can be made, In addition, external fac

tors evoh re contaminnaion, neutron capture, and delayed neutron 

emission have to be taken into account. frice the fission yield 

of one Isotope is known, the yields of the other isotopes ob
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served can be evaluated directly froo the oasi spectroueeric 

abundance data, after applying all of the necessary correc

tions above.

B. Masi S-pectrooetry

The oasi Epeatroueter used for all the fission product 

analyses wai a six-inch-iadLtl 9O■"ddcgiec0ector LnsttLuent (67)
A A a

with oagnnCic scanning and a hot filoent source. Tils in-tru- 

oent had been recently equipped with a vibrating reca d.c. 

mtlifiei (Model 3OE, Applied Physics Codiadaaion) and a Brown 

Blectroniis recorder with a half-ceoond response (MnnecpliLl- 

Hone^wCl Reg. C.).

A platinio-plated tungsten filatent, 0.001 in. thick
A

and O.O3O in. wide, was found to bc oorc efficient than onc of 

plain tungsten. With iuc^i a fi.ai^nent ai little ai 0.001 o.cro- 

grao of ce-iLLo, rubia:Lio and neddluntm and 0.01 pitrdgr^o of 

iaparilo and stronttuu could bc analyzed with a precision of 1 

or 2%. In general, however, the saoples taken for analysis con

tained between 0.01 and 0.1 picrdgrto of each of the fission 

products. The lreiLsioi for these wai consequenniy better 

than ± 1,. in Dos-t cases. 'The alkali oeals (ce^To end rtJbiatlu) 

gave ellecialLy reproducible results (t0.2jl).

Before each analysis a new filoent wai prepared froo 

tungsten ribbon of the aio^iniions above, and electroplated with 

a very thin layer of platitlo froo a 1> solution of chloropla- 

tinic aiLd. The coating obtained wai usually dark and non- 
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meiaalic in appearance. Hee■eitheless, by heating the fUim^t 

under vacuum at about 2000°C, a eeiaalic surface with a dull 

luster was obtained. The heat treatment wae usually extended 

for about an hour to drive off any alkali mmeal im^purities that 

might be on the surface of the filment. On occasion the fila

ment after preparation was inserted directly into the mass 

seectroeeeer and the various mass regions scanned with in

creasing filiment current. At no time were any ions found in 

the fission product regions. However, seell mounts of Na*  

and K*  were often detected, but these caused no difficulties 

during fission product rnaaysis.

The fission product solutions for analysis were in Hl 

cases evaporated to near dryness, and a drop transferred to the 

foment. This was taken to dryness by heating the fiament 

with a current sufficient to promote rapid a^j^-^c^o^j^ltion but not 

large enough to osuBi spattering.

It was found fairly early in the course of this work 

that separation of the fission products was unnecessary for 

mass seectroeeeric analysis of the various elemenns. These 

could be individually studied by virtue of their different iso

topic masses and their different ion-emission ihalalieeistiis. 

Cesium, rabidam, strottalm, and baruim for example, were always 

®mtted as the singly charged ions (i.e. Cs* , Rb+, Sr*,  and Ba*),  

and in that sequence with increasing filiment current. NdO*  

peaks were obtained at teepeiatares very near or slightly higher 
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than those necessary for the emission of Sr+ and Ba*.  The 

NdO*  peaks were invariably the most prominent for neodymium, 

but, on occasion, Nd*  ion currents were also observed.

These, however, could always be made to disappear by lowering 

the filiment current slightly.

Samarium was always observed both as Sm*  and SmO*  ions. 

The ion currents due to the former were usually larger by a fac

tor of two at least. Since the heaviest mass of Sm*  was 1$4 as 

compared to 1£8 for the lightest mass of JidO+, the isotopic 

abundances of samarium based on the Sm*  peaks required no cor

rection for neodymium unddeccrtting. Howeevr, the peak due to 

Lal 39 0+ (mass 155) was usually large enough to undercut the 

(Sm1444)* peak quite seri.ously. Hence, the Sn4'44//S^"444 ratio 

was measured in the SmO*  region.

Cerium was emitted as CeO*  entirely. At temppratures 

moot favourable for the emission of NdO*  only very small 

Ce14%)* " peaks were seen (less than J;£ the height of the M 0 * 

peak). Hence the corrections to "the peaks of Hd44*̂  and
144 Nd 0*  were generally very smaH and not of serious conse

quence.

When sufficient measurements were made on the isotope 

ratios of samarium and neodymium, the filiment tempprature was 

raised unnil the peaks of CeO*  grew to satisfactory heights. 

By that tke the peaks due to NdO*  usually began to fade. 

Howeeer, by continuously mmasuring Hl masses from (140 * 16) 

to (146 * 16) it was posable to apply a fairly accurate cor-
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reckon to the of and from 'be prev

iously determined neodymium isotope ratios. Thus, a rrrBro- 
ably precise value (±2$) for c^2^/^2 and Ge1^/1^2 

coUd be obtained.

&. 0x^01^-235 and rlsisicn Products

Two samples of uraod^im mm tai (A and B) wlhLch had been 

irradiated with thermal neutrons (in a nuclear reactor) and 

had beet allowed to "0^1" for several years were chosen for 

this part of the investigation. Tho details co^<cr]ming the 

irradiation of each sample and the chemical techniques used 

in preparing the fission products for mas spectrometr-c 

analysis are given below.

(a) Iraa<^atCnn

The irradiation data concerting tho two samples is 

given in Table IV.

The flux during, the irradiation Sample A was only

rl0oroxlm^toly koowo from pile data. Hence, this sample was 

only useful for the evaluation of relative fission yields. 

Io particular, it was UBed for the miss spier tronetric deterI
m-rotion of the fission yields of neodymium and samarium iso

topes. Tho relative fission yields of the isotopes of cesium, 

rlbiddLera, Btrootl1m, xenon, and krypton in this sample had 

been previously determined (55) (60).

Sample B (to be used for absoluto fission yield studios)
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TABLE IV

Irradiation Data for Uranium Sa^x^pes

Sample weeght 
(grama)

huolear 1 
Reactor

irradiation 
Time 

(dave)

Average 
Neutron Flox 

1n./«mo12 ..]

No. of 
Fissions

A # 30 Oak 
Ridge

18 0.6 0.9

B ## 2.966 NRX
(Calk 
River)

36 2.30 7 <55

A disk of url^nClm meal 3 cm. in dimeer and Q.4 cm. 
thick.

## A block of 1Q.4 cm. x Q.4 cm. x Q.8 cm. cut from a
disk simar to Sample A.

was irradiated under conditions that permitted a fairly accur

ate measurement of the thermal neutron flux. Although this 

flux measurement was not a product of the present work, the de

tails concerning it have been given here, since the ies■clrs 

will be discussed in connection with absolute fission yield 

calculations.

(b) Flux I■e&cueiment wjhh BF^

Sample B, along with four other samples of ur'anCm 

weighing between Q.6 gram and 6.7 grams, was placed in a self

serve liilillriod container beside a quartz capsule c:)nd)linlng 
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boron trifluoride. The oapsule was provided with a "break-seal" 

and was filled to a pressure of about 30 cm. of mercury. The 

sample was inserted in a self-serve position of the Chalk River
«

pile and irradiated for 36 days.
After the irradiation, the relative abundances of 10 

and H of the boron were determined with a 180 degree direction

focusing masR spectrometer equipped with a vibrating reed d.c. 

amplifier and speedomax recorder. The ratio of before

irradiation to that after irradiation was found to be 1.029 ± 

0.001. Thin was based on the assumption that the ratio

for this sample of boron before irradiation was O.232I as given 

by Ing hiam (68) for natural boron.

By assuming the only significant reaction resulting in 

the observed change of the B10 and B^1 relative abundances was 

B10(n, a )L17, and using the beit value of the cross-Bection of 

boron relative to that of uranium given in the literature, it 

was possible to calculate the number of fissions per gram of 
uranium to be 7>55 x 10^ aa given in Table IV, Further de

tails concerning this calculation are given in Appendix A.

(c) Chemical Procedures

(1) Treatment of Sample A

M.J. Parker (61) has already dlscuesed in detail the 

relative merits of various methods of preparing carrier-free 

samples of fission products for mass spectroraetric study. The 

method adopted for Sample A was based on one reported in her 

thesis employing solvent extraction and ion-exchange.
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Sample A was rinsed with dilute nitric acid until a 

clean shiny surface was obtained. The disk was then dissolved 

in a minimal volume of 6i. H$Oq, which had beer, prepared from 

reagent grade nitric acid by distillation in pyrex apparatus.

The uraniim was extracted from the solution with por

tions of freshly distilled ether saturated with 6n HNOy The 

aqueous phase, containing moot of the fission products and a 

small quannity of uranium, was then taken to dryness, the resi

due dissolved in about 1 ml. of distiieed w^i^e:r, and transferred 

to an 11 cm. x 1 sq, cm. cylindrical pyrex column filled with 

clean Dowex-fO (100-2C0 mesh) resin.

The aqueous phase was then displaced with ether, and the 

uranium removed with ether saturated with 6h HNOf. After flush- J
ing with pure ether again, fission product tellurUm end molyb

denum were eluted with ether saturated with 6n HCl. The !IC1 was 

then removed by further flushing with ether and fission product 

rubidUim and cesium eluted with a 1.0 N aqueous solution of HC1, 

and strontUim with 2.0 N EC1. By this time the band of rare- 

earths on the column showed considerable broadening. Hence all 

the rare earths were desorbed with JjC amimnium citrate solution 

at a pH of 4.0 and re-adsorbed at a pH of about l.J. Tho citrate 

solution was adjusted to a pH of 2.9 and the rare earths eluted 

in sequence. The yttirUim was efficiently separated from samarium 

and promethium, which in turn vrere collected separately from neo

dymium, praseod^iium, and lanthanum.

In all cases the rate of flow was about 1 nl/nin. and the 
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volrnc of eluent needed to effect adequate separation between

100 and 300 ml,

AH the solutions, apart froo tho3C containing the rare 

earths, yielded on evaporation a barely visible residue. Thc 

carbonaceous residue rcoaining froo the citrate solutions hud 

to bc destroyed with perchloric acia and the aoutnnto salts oxi

dized with aqua regia.

Thc pyrex beaken containing the various separated fis

sion products were carefully kept under cover urtH it wai con

venient to analyze the fission products with the mam spectrop- 

Cter,

(11) Treatuent of Sample B

Wth Saoplc B an atteupt wai oadc to O.L)noLze the nuober 

of reagents and quannity of each required to separate the fission 

products carrier-frec froo the bulk of uienli^o i-iaarix. This wai 

done to eliuinste the danger of contaoiLnltLng the filsioi rubi- 

diio and ccsiio isotopes with the naturally occurring elcoenns. 

Codi^sOnn aion of the isotopes of sti^ontuo, ncdayunto, and iaoa- 

riio wai a lcii likely olter. Thus, oncc the elkali o^^jsI 

fission products c0uld bc separated without contamination, it 

wai justifiable to aisioc that the abundances of the other fis

sion isotopes had not bccn altered either.

iPir-t of all, the rather tedious cluon sep?.rstLdis were 

abandonee in favour of c siople technique involving the precipi

tation of ur'aniio as UO^SHgO, This pethdd co ns 1st cd of 
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dissolving the irradiated uranium meeal with a minemam volume 

of nitric acid, evaporating the solution to dryness, then re

dissolving the uranyl nitrate (and fission products) in a few 

cc. of distillid water to which were then added s few drops of 

3O» hydrogen peroxide. At a pH of 7 or thereabouts the preci- 

pita tion of UO4/2H2O was eraciiillly oommeeti and very few of 

the fission products were carried down. All the alkali meeals, 

alkaline earths and rare earths of interest were found to be 

retained in over 7% yield in the supernatant solution, This 

solution had mmrely to be evaporated to dryness, the residue 

taken up with a few drops of water and transferred to the fila

ment of the maBs spectrometer for evapecaaion• The various 

elements could be studied separately by virtue of their differ

ent ion-emission ohaaalieei9tiis as discussed before.

In detail the treatment of Sample B was as follows.

The surface of the uranium was cleaned with diluted nitric acid, 

then rinsed with distiieed wHaer, and dried by pressing the 

sample between pieces of filter paper and gently warming under 

a heat lamp. After this the sample was accurately weighed and 

transferred to a clean vycor crucible, to which a total of 4 cc. 

of HNO^ and 1,J cc. of HC1 were added. Each reagent had been 

prepared, by distilling the reagent-grade acid (available ocmnme,- 

dally) directly into a polythene vessel; thus avoiding contact 

with glass".

# For the effect of acids and bases on pyrex and vycor 
glass see reference (69), page 176.
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About 1 gram of the uranuum was allowed to dissolve, 

then the solution was carefully transferred to a $0 ml. volu

metric flask with a cappilary pip^te. The uranium remaining 

wen washed. several times with distilled waaer, the washings 

transferred to the flask aleo, and the volume of solution 

brought up to the mark with distilled palter. Th? undlssolved 

uranium was carefully dried and weighed; hence the conf?entrl- 

tion of the solution was accurately known.

In exactly the same way, end erppooying the same amounts 

of reagents, 5° ml • °f solution containing 1 gram of unirre.dll- 

ted uranium was prepared. This solution was obtained by par

tially dissolving a 3->grrm piece of uranium cut from the same 

disk from which Sample B had been obtained.

Irnmdliaely after both solutions were prepared, three

15 aliquots of eacl were transferred to separate clean 

polythene bootles in order to minimize the time of contact with 

glassware.

One 15 ®1« aliquot of the solution cor^t^eining uranium 

and its fission producte (B-l) was used for the determination 

of the relative fission yields of the isotones of cesiim, rubi

dium, stmtum, neodymium, and samarium. The uranium was 

separated from the fission products by precipitation with H2O2 

as described previously. An accurate account o*  the quernity 

of each reagent used wan kept.

AncTher 15 ml. aliquot of irradiated uranium solution

was combined with 15 ml. of solution oontleinitg unirradicted 
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uranlm and the isotopic ratios of the fission products re

determined. This solution (B-2) wae treated in exactly the 

same manner as B-l. The proportion of the reagents to total 

weight of uranium was identical for the two slmpOts also.

Annoher Q,6 gram of meal was dissolved from the frag

ment of unirradiated uranuim in the same manner as before, but 

the solution this tme was transferred directly to e tered poly

thene bottle and accurately weighed. About half of this solution 

web then poured into another tared bootle end weighed. The other 

half was reweighed. Thus the co’n!eedr8tlods of the two solutions 

were known accurately without the need of having to calibrate 

volumeric apparatus. To each of these solutions were added 

known weights of standard solutions of the elements rubidium, 

cesium, stron^um, neodymium, and samarium. The uranium was then 

separated from each of the resulting solutions (B— 3 and B-4) by 

the method used for samples B-l and B-2, with care being taken 

to keep the reagents in the sane proportion to the amount of 

uranCun present as before. The relative abundances 00 the var

ious isotopeo were then redet'emined with the mess spec1ti^ome(^]i,

(d) Standard Solutions for Isoooiee Dilutoon

These solutions were prepared from spectroscopic alls’- 

pure samples of lsCl, RbC., BrCO^y find purchased from

Johnson and Matthey Co. Limited, and highly purified neodymium 

mtnl prepared by P.H. Speddidg(? and obtained through the 

courtesy of Dr. H.JS. Dueckrorth of this ’Unveeilry. The final

I department of Qi om 1 0try, Iowa State looiege,
Iowa, .s.A.
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contcntratioo of each of these solutions was intended to be 

dch that 100-200 ml. of each would be seffleirtt to effect the 

most favourable change in the isotope ratios of the fission 

products in 0.3 gram of irradiated uranium. The calculations 

of the necessary connenOrations were bamd on the fission yields 

reported by Orrerl. and Sugaraan (36) and the koowo number of 

fissions per gram of ura-oiim (from the BF^-moonicr rrBultB)• 

Each of the reagents was heated to conntant weight at 

110°G., eod at approppia^ mount (0.1-0.3 gram) weighed out to 

the nearest 0.01 mg. This was dissolved in 5° oi. of 2 N HC1 

and diluted to 1000 ml. with distilled naer. The soeoCfie 

gravity of the resulting solution was determined by weighing 

5 ml. aliquots delivered by a calibrated pipette. Then 1 m.. 

was transferred to a tared 120 ml. polythene bootie and weighed. 

This was diluted to the appropriate connceOration with 2 N HOL, 

the whole sclltico weighed, aod the specific gravity determined 

as before,

The conncrOrations of the various Bclltioos lBrd for 

isotope dilution in connection with the analysis of fission 

products in both the uranu^m aod olltoollm Bamp0eB are given in

Table V.
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TABLE V

Standard Solutions Tor Isotope Dilution

Reagent CptenCratCpd
( g./g^oin.)

Isotope CcncenCratCpd
(Atoms/g. soln.) 

X 1O1?

CsCl 1.2958 C8 ]33 4-633

RbCl 1.2920 Rb 8? 4.642*
0 87 1.792

Sr CO 3 2-5365 Sr 86 1.020b
88 8 .542

Nd meeal 12.48- Nd 142 14.139°
P 143 6.360

144 12.446
145
146

4.326
8.956

148 2.982
150 2.919

* 12-
3m pO } 6.97q Sm 147 3-631d* J 7 148 2.716

149
JO
152 6.418
154 5-429

a Assuming natural isotopic abundances given by Mier (71
° Assuming natural isotopic abundances given by Nier (72
J Assuming natural i sotopic abundances given by Ingham 73)
d Assuming natural i sotopic abundances given by (74)
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D. Plutonuim-2?9 and Fission Products

(a) Plutonuim Semples for Irradiation

Two plutonuim samples were irradiated with thermal 

neutrons ('Table VI). One of these (Sample C) was in the fora 

of a Pu-Al alloy weighing approximately 200 mg. and containing 

20.2 mg. of plutonium. This was supplied by O.J.C. RuunnHs 

of the Atomic Energy Company of Canada Limited at Chalk River. 

The sample was irradiated in one of the self-serve positions 

of the NRX reactor. Approximaaely one year after irradiation 

the fission product gases were extracted (59) and the sample 

was made available for the study of the other fission produecs.

Sample D was prepared from Sample C by separating the 

aluminum and fission products from the plutonuum on an anion- 

exchange column complexed with connennrated HC1. It waa found 

that plutonuim adhered very efficiently to a column of Dowex-1 

(50-100 mesh) anion exchange resin conditioned with 8 N HCL, 

whereas aluminum and the fission products of interest passed 

through readily. 'The acidity of the e^tr^nt was decreased, 

but no appreciable desorption occurred unUl 4 II HC1 was used. 

By this time only zirconuum and ruthenuim activities were de

tected on the column. Hence, to keep the volume of solution 

to a minimum, distiieed water was used to remove the remaining 

plutonium. Two such column separations were made in all. 'The 

resulting plutonuim was compOitely free from aluminum and had 

negligible quuldttree of the fission products to be studied 

later.
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A small sample of this purified plutonim (as PUO2)

was Bealed in a quartz capsule and irradiated in the Cialk

River pile (NRX). The sample was alOowed to "cool" for about

two months before fission product studies were undertaken.

TABLE VI

Irradiation Data for PlutonUim Samples

Sample Chemical 
Form

Weight of
Pu

(mm.)

Nuclear 
Reactor

Irradiation 
Time 

(houcs)

Average 
Neutron Flux 
(n./ei/sei.)

C Pu-Al 
alloy

20.2 NRX
(Calk Ri

67
ver)

6 x 1012

D PuOg 1.65 NRX 329 2.9 X IO13

(b) Chemical Procedures

(i) Treatment of Sample C

Data provided by O.J.C. RurrnnHs (75) on the purity of 

the plutonUm used to make the Pu-Al alloy showed that bariim, 

calcium, and sodium were each present to about 0.02z» by weight 

of plutonium. This meant that the fission products were likely 

baidly contaminated with natural cesUim, rubidium, end strontUm, 

and also possibly the rare earths. Hence, no unusual steps 

were taken to keep contamination from reagents to the low lim

its required for the analysis of uranu^m Sample B, for example.

The alloy was dissolved in a smH volume of cone. HC1
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and the solution evaporated to drynesB. 1'hc residue wai dis

solved with distilled water and A1(OH)j (as well as Pu^HOo) 

precipitated by the addition of iuffLiLcit quasittLei of NIj. 

Thc supernatant solution, after centrifugation, contained 

enough cesiio, rubi-aito, and strontuio for oasi spectroueeric 

analysis. This wai evaporated and the fiiiion products trans

ferred to the oasi lpectroueter in the usual oanner. The

hydroxide precipitate wai washed with distilled water and dis

solved with 8 h Ed. The solution wai transferred to a pyrex 

coluMn, 1 sq. co, in dnapieer, packed to a height of 15 co. 

with 50-100 ocih Dowex-1 anion exchange reiin conditioned with 

8 N HC1. ClmuPetc reooval of the plutonum wai achieved. The 

eluent, containing the bulk of alurninuo and fiiiion products, 

wai evaporated to dryness. The residue wai taken up with dis

tilled wetter, and a solution containing 3 og. of FcC^ added. 

Suuficient NaOH solution wai added to lrecipitstc Fc(OH)o and 

to dissolve the A1(oMoj. After separation of the Pc(uH)o by 

ieniriftgiig and washing with dilute haOH, it wai found that 

the bulk of the rare earth activities had been ioprecipltsted. 

Thc iron wai rcpdeca froo the rare earth fiiiion products on 

a sptSl (0.1 sq. co. x 5 co«) cdlumn containing Bowex 1 reiin 

conditioned with 3 N HC1 (76). 'The rare earths were analyzed 

with thc o^ss Eleitiouieer in the usual oannr.

(LL) Treatoent of laoplc P

The quartz capsule containing the Lirsdia.tcd PuOg wai 

carefully washed on the outside with a solution of HC1, then 
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rinsed with distilled waaer, end transferred to a clean poly

thene bottle, where it wae broken with a. sturdy glass rod. A 

few cc. of concentrated HC1 (specially puunified) were added and 

the bottle heated in a water bath for several hours. Ho appre

ciable dissolution of the PUO4 ocourred. An Investigation of 

the literature revealed that PuOg, prepared by igniting TuC.4 

(as this had been), resulted in a product which was chsmidly 

very inert (77)t and that prolonged treatment with HgSO*  and/or 

IJBr was required. This was indeed found to be the cace. After 

more than a week of treatment, alternately with 5 cc. of 

(reagent grade) and 5 co. of HBr (reagent grade distilled dir

ectly into polythene), only about one half of the total activity 

in the capsule was taken into solution. This was diluted to 

60 ml. in a graduated polythene bootle, and 10 ml. aliquots 

taken for analys sis.

The separation of plutonUim from its fission products 

was successfully achieved by precipitating the plutonUim as PUO4 

with 30 H2O£« In order to get more efficient separation about

40 mg. of pure uranU^m were added to 10 ml. of fission product 

solution before precipitation. The corlpearlively large amount 

of UO^ precipitated served ae a very efficient carrier and blan

ket for the plutonium. ' oat of the fission products were re

tained in excellent yield in the supernatant solution. The 

latter wss evaporated in a clean vycor beaker to a drop which 

was then transferred to the filmut of the mess spectrometer, 

evaporated to dryness, and the various fission product elements
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analyzed io sequence as discussed before.

(c) Isotope Dilution

Two 10 ml. uHquots of cample D were taken for isotope 

dilution. One of these was used ^1^7 for the purpose of es

timating the eror eOtratioo of each of the flBBict products to 

be studied, sioer it was not sufficiently well known how much of 

the irradiated plltcneuu sample had actually gm into sdltict. 

The results of this analysis were lBrd to plat the text isotope 

dilution in a way that would lead to much more accurate rrsults. 

The procedure lBrC in connection with this latter sample was as 

follows. SalumOrB of the standard sclltlcts given in Table V, 

weighing between 0.6 gram and 4 gramt (depending oo the element), 

were weighed directly into a tared polythene bcTtle and well 

mixed. Approximuaely 0.1 gram of this solution was w^iighrC into 

another polythene bootie, then 10 ml. of fis^E^;^^ product solu

tion and 1 ml. of solltict containing 40 mg. of u^a^t^i^im were 

added. The resulting sclltict was well agitated and, after 

standing for Befficlrtt time to ensure eomm0etr rquelibratict 

of the various ionic sorcies, was transferred to a vycor cru

cible aod evaporated to dryness. 'The residue was dissolved 

with 2-3 ml. of distilled naer, the sdlticn transferred to a 

15 al. centrifuge tube, aod 2 drops of H2O2 (30%) added. The 

precipitate was centrifuged out, aod the soletlct, after being 

tested for comp0etr removal of ur^soiim by the addition of an

other drop of HgOp, was prepared for mass aoectrcmeeric analysis 

in the usual manner.
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Another 1Q ml. aliquot of fission product solution was 

treated in identical fashion apart from the addition of the 

standard reagents, The isotope ratios obtained for this sample 

were used us the reference points for the isotope ailcricd re

sults in making the fission yield calculations.



3XPERTONTAL RESULTS

A. FIssion Yields of Uraaium-2^5

The relative yields of the isotopes of cesiim, neodym

ium, and samarium in both SunpPes A and B, and also those of 

strontum and rubidium isotopes in Sample B were detemined 

with high precision. A fairly good measurement of the relative 

yields of cerium isotopes was also achieved. In addition iso

tope dilution was oarried out on Samppe B as described in the 

ExpprimeeCal Section, and excellent reprodduiibiity obtained. 

The ihaulaie^iBtiio of the various parts of dample B used in 

conneetion with this work are given in Table VI. The weights 

of standard solutions taken for isotope dilution are given in 

T^'oZLe VIII.

The total number of fissions per gram of uraniim 

(Sample B) was deterained from the results of the BP^mnii;or 

experiment described in the Sxpprimeeial Section. All fission 

yields reported in the present section as per cents have been 
based on thi.s value, namely x lO1^ fissions per gram of

uranixm (see Appendix A). A critical evaluation of the acc^u?- 

acy of this result has been reserved for the Discussion.

47.
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TABLE VII

Samples of BP^-Honitored Uranium Used for Determination 
"of Fission YielSi

# Based on BF^ results

Sample Carrcterlzation Wdght of U 
(gram)

No • of Fissions
(x 1016l

B-l For Relative 
Fission Yields

O.3261 2.46 62

B-2 For CnilaniniCini 
Ccnreotinn

0.9148 2.46 62

B-3 For Isotope 
Dilution

0.3669 2.770

B-4 For Isotope 
Dilution

O.3O51 2.304

iABLS VIII

laptops .Dilution Data for BFyMonito red Uranium Sammies

Element Involved in 
Isotope Dilution

Weeigit of Standard 
Soln. Aided 

(gram)

No. of Atoms of 
Element Aided

(x 101?)
Sample 
B- 3

Sample
B-4

G
fl

?•
§ b-
* o Sample

B-4

Rubidium 0.2046 0.2045 1.316 1.316

Cesium 0.2046 0.2053 0.948 0.951

Strontim 0.1029 0.1009 I.O65 1.044

Neodymium 0.1005 0.1D39 5.240 5.415

Samarium 0,1020 0.1004 1.229 1.209
■7 ' ' 4
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(a) CeBumn

(1) Relative Fission yields

The results of mass aplctromelrlc analyses of the rela

tive abundances of the cesitm isotopes from fission in both 

Sai^pes A and B have been recorded in Table IX along with their 

respective (Cdendar Times#.

The dslim isotopes in Sample A wen determined several 

years ago by Wiles et al (55). The average of the data given 

for sample runs 1-1 and 1-2 of reference 55 has bee^n included 

in Table IX for compparsod. It is readily seen that, although 

the agreement between the present data and that of Wiles is 

excellldt with regard the Cb 133/135 ratio, the Cs 137/135 
ratio has dunged considerably due to the decay of C81^, The 

tad^-l^e of Cs1^ has bun gi.ven as 33 ^ars (78) (55). To 

be c)ndestldt with the present data, the haUf-life must be no 

mon than 30 years. For example, correction of the 133/137 

ratio using 33 yr. as the haUf-life gives 1.109 as the final 

value for this ratio, which is about J " higher than that ob

tained for younger samples (55) (7*9).  A direct calculation 

using the present data and that of Vies (in comporidg 137/135 

for the two) gives a value of 29.6 yr. A critical examinntrod 

of Hl cesium results obtained in this laboratory indicates a 

value between 28 and 29 yr. With 29 yr. as the haUf-life the 

corrected 133/137 ratio for Sample A becomes 1.083 whhle the

/ In all cases the C^1.1]^(^ 10:r Time has been taken to mean 
the time from the '"beginning of the irradiation period 
to mass soectropel^ic rnaaysis.
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TABLE IX

Relative Fission Yields of Cesium Isotopes

Sampie Calendar 
Time 

(years)

Cs
Isotope

1'ass Spec. 
Isotope Ratio

Ratio 
Crr .for
Decay

Ratio
Crr.for
Capture

A 7.91 133 1.108 i 0.003® I,O83 l.08v
135 1.000 O.98O 1.050°
137 0.844 - O.OO3 1.000 1.000

A 4.66 133 1.110 i 0.005° 1.089 1.039h
135 1.000 0.981 1.050°
137 0.913 - 0.005° 1.000 1.000

2.36 133 1.398 t O.OO3 1.080 1.080°
135 1.000 0.77 3 1.050
137 1.223 - O.OO3 1.000 1.000

B-2 2.37 133 1.399 - 0.005 1.079 1.079.
13? 1.000 0.771 i.050b
137 1.226 ± 0.004 1.000 1.000

a Standard deviation of a series of mass llectrogrn8.

b Ce1 3/Cs137 obtained for Wermal column sample wiW only 
very smaH correction necessary (79)«

0 The average of deta given for Samples 1-1 and 1-2 in Table 
IV of ref. 55*

corresponding ratio for sample B is 1.080. These results not 

only agree extremely waH between themselves, but are also in 

excd-lent agreement with the value 1.030 recently obtained by 

Meeaika (79) for a compllalively young samp^.

The 133/135 ratio as obtained mass Blectromnltically 

has to be corrected for neutron capture in Xe135» a 9.I3 hour 
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(80) isotope wth a cross-iecHon re^rte. to bc 3.5 x 1o0 

barns (31). This can bc done in either of two ways J 1) by 
comule,ing the o^t^surcd Xe 1 oO^xe131 ra^o for thii saoplc with 

the corresponding ratio for a laoplc in which there wai sup-
1 35 poBCdly no neutron capture in Xe ** , asstoing a yield of 

Xe10 rcl-aMvc to Xe1-0 or 2o by oaking a direct ialitlatioi 

using the known flux, the tOe of irradiation, and the value 

of the oross-scitioi. In this laboratory, o^lthoa 1) has bccn 

co ployed with co no id erable luccem. Using laoplcs in which 

the capture wai fairly imSI, Vics et al (55) have bccn able 

to evaluate the 133/135 ratio as I.O35. Reoeciniy ' elaika (79)» 

using saoPes in which the change in the 133/135 ratio duc to 

neutron capture wai lcii than l,i, aetciunnea this ratio to bc 

1.029, which not only agrees with the value above, but also is 

likely to bc very accurate.

In the present caie, no attopt wai oadc to nppriec 

this value. Instead, by adopting the value of I33/I35 • 1.029, 

and taking ad ventage of the known flux ai given by the BIT?■0 
oconto r, it wai possible to calculate the cross-icction of 
Xe10. Thc value obta^e. wai (1.3*0.2)x  10J barns, in ex

cellent agicepcnt with the only value reported in the literature 

(31). The details concerning this calculation are given in 

Appendix B.

(ii) Recuuts of Isotope Diluton

Froo the oasi sleitiouee^ic data for Samples B-l and

B-2 given in Table IX, it ii readily seen that there was no 
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appreciable Cs133 in the unirradiate^. uranium or in the re

agents. Hence, the CaS33/ca135 value obtain^ ia the fjLasicm 

ratio uncorrected for capture it Xe . The effects of iso

tope d^utiot on this ra'tio can be used to evaluate the Cs133 

yield directly. The mass speotromeeric results needed for the 

calcula'tion of the Cs133 yield are given in Table X.

TABLB X
The FleilQn Yield of Cs133

a Based An BF^ results

Sample ----------------- ----------------------------------- Bo. of atome
Ca1'33 added 

(x 1O2*)

Fission 
Yield* 

(%)
Before i.d. After i.d.

B-3 1.39 8 2.167 9.48 6.22

B—4 1.398 2.33O 9.51 6.19

at e rage 6.21 
±0.02

(b) Rubddimi

(1) Reeative Fission Yields

The mass speotromeeric data for Sample B is given in 

Table XI.
The difference in the Rb8?/RRb7 ratio for B-l and B-2 

could be due to the presence of a small amount of natural rubi

dium in the uranium or in the reagents or both. Accuuaiy, it 

was found that most of it was in the uranium. The uranium and 

reagents ware separately analyzed using isotope with a standard
Qj- 87

solution of fission rubidium (Rb VRb ■ 0.495)*  The results
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TABLE XI

Mass Spectrometrio Data for Rubidium Isotopes in
BFyHQonitored Uranium Sampes

Sample Clendar 
Time 

(days)

Rb 
Isotope

Noof atoms of
Isotope added1

l■'ass-Spectrtmotrl o 
Isotope Ratios

B-l 902 05 0.4370 + 0,0013
87 1.000

B-2 908 85 0.4589 + O.OO37
8? 1.000

b-3 932 85 9.497 x 10^ 1.207 + O.OO3
87 3,666 X io14 1.000

*■4 939 85 9.479 X 1014 1.308 + 0.002
87 3.659 x 1014 1.000

1 Assuming for natural rubidium, Rb"'-? = 72.1%, Rb — • 27.85% 
(71).

obtained are given it Table XII.

TABLE XII

Crtertratiot of NaEural Rubidium it Uranium etai rod Reagents

Reagent Amoont No. of -.atoms of
ri>85

No. of atoms of 
m>8

HOI 
(evap. in 

vyo o o)
1 ml. 2.6 x 1011 1.0 x 1011

^2^2 (3*/® ) 1 m.. 2.1 x 1012 8.0 x 1011

Urani um 1 gm. 3.6 X io13 1.4 x 1013
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The actual ratio of sample B, had there

been no contamination, was detemined in two ways: 1) by

using the results of B-l and B-2 in the manner of Wiles et al 

(55) and Parker (61) and 2) by making use of the data in 

Table XII and the total conceenration of rubidium in B-l based 

on the results of isotope dilution (B-3 and B-4). The two 

reeults obtained were as follows:
Rb^/Rb87 » 1) 0.423

2) 0.418

To get the actual fission yield of Rbo->, a correction
8^«5had to be applied due to the following proppeties of Kr , the 

precursor of Rbb/ in the decay chain. This Isotope (K,r/) 

has two isomers; one with a half-life of 4.36 hours (81) and 

the other with a ha^-life of 10.27 years (82). The amount 

decaying through the 10.27 yr. isomer has been measured to be 
21.9% of the total yi.eld of Kr®5 (83). Since this had only

85 partially decayed in the present sample, the yield of Rb • 

observed was substanttally less than the actual yield of mass 

85 in fission. The appropriate correction factor was found to 

be 1.226.
85 87The calculated fission yields of Rb and Rb ' are 

given in Table XIII.
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TA3L3 XIH
The yjaaion Yields of Rb8^ and Rb87

Sample Calendar 
Time 

(years)

Rb 
Isotope

Observed
No.of atoms 

(x 10U)

ho. of atoms 
fror fission 
only(x 10x*)a

Clculated 
Fission 
Yield(4)

B-3 2.55 85 2.879 3.410 1.23
87 6.589 5.551 2.36

B-4 2.57 85 2.354 2.786 1.21
87 5.387 5.356 2.32

Average & 1.22 ±0.01
87 2.34 ±0.02

fit
AAter correctioHrfor contamination (from results of B-l and 
B-2) and for far-'’ branching as discussed in text.

(c) S^onUm

’The pertinent mass soectromeeric data for the calcula
te Q QQ

tion of the fission yields of Sr" and Sr7 in Sample B are

given in Tables XIV and XV. The results for B-l and B-2 

indicate that a significant amount of natural strontuim was
OO

present. Howevvr, the amount of Sr"° from contamination by

the natural element could be evaluated through the observed
86relative abundance of Sr , which is not formed in fission.

(d ) neodymium

(i ) Restive Yields

Sample A (Oak Ridge) was lepecCally interesting in con-

dectiod with the relative yields of the neodymium isotopes be-
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TABLB XIV

Relative Fission Yields of Strontim Isotopes

Sample Calendar 
Time 

(days)

sSr
Isotope

Hass.Spec. 
i Ratio

Crrected 
for ,

Contjamiation

Crrected 
for g

Decay*

B-l 9 0 3 86 0.0100*0.0007
88 0.740 * 0.007" 0.656 0.602
90 1.000 1.000 1.000

B-2 909 86 0.0241*0.0008
88 O.858* 0.012 0,656 0.602
90 1.000 1.000 1.000

1 Assuming for natural st-rontUm, Sr^/sy^'6 ■ 8.37 (72).

2 A3su^iLng half-life for Sr^0 to be 19.9 yr. (84).

TABL3 XV
The Fission Yield of 3r^°

a Corrected for deday assuming half-life of 19.9 yr. (84).

Sample Cc lend ar --------------B'/B^------------- ho.of atoms
Br added
(x 101-4)

Fission 
Yield*  

(%)
Time 

(days)

before i.d. Mtier i.d.

B-3 933 0.740 1.376 8.79 5.44

B-4 940 0.740 1.464 8.62 5.64

Average 5.54
1 0.10
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cause of iti agc (8 ^are.. In thii implc Ced40(hhaf-lifc

282 days (85)o had comtleeely .ccayed to Ndd00. Hencc no ac- 

cay correction to the latter had to be applied. Thc oasi 

spectromieric data and calculated relative fiiiion yields of 

the ncddlui.uu isotopes for Saoplc A are given in Tabic XVI. 

Also included in th^ table are the corresponding results for 

Sample B, Thc latter, being considerably younger, required a
144correction to oasi 144 duc to the fact Ce had only laarisl- 

ly decayed. Saoplc B, however, had the virtue of being free 

froo natural neddloi.tm whereas Saople A wai appreciably con- 

taoinatea. N^e^vcr^l^(^C.esi, the final corrected results for the 

two 1apple1 are in exceClent agrccon^

(ii) Reouuts of Isotope Dilution

t Since the yields of the various ncddyoi.um isotopes
relative to wCdw^j^i^c accurately known (Tabic XVI), it wai 

only necessary to evaluate the fiiiion yield of the latter by 

isotope dilution. The reBulti obtained are given in Table

XVI
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TABLE XVI

Relative Fission Yields of i ; eodymiim Isotopes

Sample Calendar 
Time 

(dayn)

Nd
Isotope

Mass Spec. 
Ratio

Corected 
for 1

Contain ntion

(Cored ed 
for 2 

d e cay*

A 2950 142 0.0168 - 0.0006
143 1.000 1.000 ^.060
144 0.931 t 0.002 0.923 0.923
145 0.666 t 0.002 0,666 0.666
146 0.514 t 0.002 0.507 0.507
148 0.284 - 0.001 0.282 0.282
150 0.113 * 0.001 0.110 0.110

B-l 903 142
143 1.000 1.000 1.000
144 0.819 1 0.010 0.819 0.924
145 0.667 *0.008 0.667 0.667
146 0.503 * 0.006 0.503 0.503
148 0.278 * 0.004 0.278 0.278
150 0.106 1 0.002 0.106 0.106

B-2 910 142
1*3 1.000 1.0OO 1.OO0
144 0.820 ± 0.006 0.820 0.923
14? O.665 * 0.008 0.665 0.665
146 0.504 * 0.006 0.504 0.504
148 0.280 * 0.004 0.280 0.280
1^0 0.110 1 0.002 0.110 0.110

Average 143 1.000
144 0.923
145 0.666
146 0.505
148 0.280
150 0.109

1 Assuming isotopic abundance data given by Inghrim (73).

2 Assuming half-l1fl of CqI44 to be 282 dayp (85).
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TABUS XVII

The Fission Yield of Ng143

Sample Nd
Isotope

Ratio before
i.d.

No.of atoms of 
isotoperadded

(x 1015)

Ratio 
after 
i.d.

dculated 
Fission Yield 
lid1*3 W)

B-3 142
143 1.000

1.421
0.6392

0.664
1.000 5.42

142
144 1.000

1.421
1.251

0.572
1.000 5.*3a

142
146 1.000

1.421
o.9oox

0.857
1.000

5.43b

B-4 142
143 1.000

1.469
o.66o^

0.761
1.000 5.51

142
144 1.000

1.469
1.206

0.6 31
1.000

5.47a

142
146 1.000

1.469
O.93O3

0.949
1.000

5*32b

Ar erage 5.43 
± 0.04

a Using the 144/143 ratio given in Table XVI.

13 Using the I46/143 ratio given i.n Table XI.
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(e) 81^1^^

(1) R^l^i^tive ffisslro Yields

Because of the long cooling period of Sample A, mo nt 

of the fi^^j^ot orrClCt (half-life 2.6 years (85) ) had
147decayed to Sm 1 t thus teoerBitatltg only a minor correction 

to the m&es speotrcmir^ically observed yield at this mass.

Also, breruBr of the faot thrt this sample had bmo irradia

ted under con^t^ns of .ow neutron flux (6 x ..O11 neutron is/
■

ci./8re.), the fission yield obBrrvrC at mass 149 had not 
beet seriously influenced by neutron oapturr in Ss2 49 ( <’"14,9
•
■ £0,000 barns (86) ) tor was there Blgoifiertt capture io 
Sim2'’2 ( <*3.49  * 7,000 baros (86) ). Io addition, the sample

was sufficiently old to show appreciable decay in aa'^(half- 

iife 73 years (87) )•

rhe B7yImrttorrC sample (B), oo the other hand, had 

the following eharraeeel8Sle8. Due to the higher flux (2.3 x 

1012 oeutroos/cm.2/sec. Mere hrd bmo conniderable capture

in both lo149 rod 8m2^2. However, the sample was fririy

147young (caletdar time 2*5  years); consequently the Pm ( was 
only half gror as r result of decry whereas the decry of Sta151 

was virtually negligible.

These large differences in the ChLrrreeersties of the 

two samples made it possible, by ermmoriog the mass Boectrouet- 
ric drtr for the two, to calculate the half-life of P^211, the 

^^ure oro as-e^t^ts of 3m2 19 rod Sta2^2 1o pile neutronB, rod 

ro approximate half-life for 3m2^2. The results obtained rre
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given below, but the details of the oalculations have been

relegated to part C of the Appendix.

1) The half-life °f Pm14? 0.09 yr.

2) The capture cross-section
of Stall*? to pile neutrons 66,200 12,500 barns

3) The oapture cross-section
of fifalpl to pile neutrons 15,000 *5*000 barns

4) The ha^-l^e of 3m1?1 90 yr . (apjjrox^

This information was used in making the corrections to the 

rise spectrorrerio data for samarium as given in Table XIII.

TABLE KTXII

Roeative Yields of Samarium Isotopes

Sample Calendar 
Time 

(yM^iw)

sm 
Iso
tope

Mass speo.
Isotope 
Ratio

Corrected 
for cont
amination

Corrected
For 
Cap
ture

For
De
cay

A 2950 147 I.8911 0.038 1.903 1.864 2.096*
148 0.013 • • • • • • • • • •
149 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
150 0.0301 0.007 0.021 • • • • •
151 0.3751 0.010

0.2851 0.008
0.381 0.373 0.3^97°

152 0.256 0.251 0.251
154 0.0951 0.018 0.069 0.068 0.068

B-l 
and B-2

910 Wo
148
149

1.2861 0.015 1.286 1.025 2.097*

1,000 1.666 1.666 1.000
150 0.2551 0.004 0.255 • • • • •

o.396b151 0.4681 0.013 0.468 0.389
152
154

0.3351 0.008
0.0851 0.003

!:« 0.251
0.068

0.251
0.068

a Assuming tolf-M^ of Bn!* 7 to be 2«52 years (see text) 

b Assuming haaf-life of Sq!^! to be 90 years (see text)
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(ii) RemUs of Isotope Dilution

The mass spvctromelric data used for the calculation of 

the ab8olute ^eld of Sm14? are ^ven .n t^1^L1v ^[X. The y.eM 

was calculated directly using the 149/1*8  ratio and indirectly 

from the 147/148 ratio making use of the mass speotromeerio 

Talue of Sm147//Sm149 for Sample B ^ven .n TiabXe CTHI. The 

yields reported in Table XIX have bun corrected for capture in 
Sm " by add^g ta^t^r the obsvrved ^elds for Sm144 and fts^0.

XSLArx
The Fission Yield of Sfa^44

Sample

B-3

Sm 
Iso
tope

147
148

Ratio 
before 
i.d.

1.000

No. of atoms 
of isotope added(x 1014)

3-704
2.770

Ratio 
after 
i.d.

1.000
0.407

didilated 
Fission Yield

_________________

1.094

148
149 1.000 2.770

3.402
0.478
1.000 1.083

B-4 147
148

1.000 3-6*5
2.726

1.000
0.445 1.053

148
149 1.000

2.726
3-3*8

0.516
1.000 1.056

Average 1.072 
± 0.01?

(f) Ceriim
Preliminary values for Ce140/Ce144 and Cc^Vcc142 ha^

been obtained. These are given in Table XX.
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TABUS XX

Restive Fission Yields of Cerium Isotopes

a Assuming half-life of Cs144 to be 282 days (85).

Ce
Isotope

Haas Spec* 
Ratio

Corected 
for deoay

140 1.05 1.05

142 1.00 1.00

144 0.101 0.894*

B. Fission Yields of Plutonium-239

The Pu-Al alloy (Sample C) was found to be bedly con

taminated with natural cesium, rubidium, and strontium. The 

Cs13Vc ratio, for example, was approximately 16 whereas
fig* Qri

the Rb'Rb ratio was 1«6. The stoonUm separfted from

the sample was predomincaitly the natural element. The rare 

earth fission products, on the other hand, suffered compara

tively little contaninnaion. Hence, quite accurate measure

ments of the yields of neodymium and samarium isotopes were 

possible.

Very good fission yield data were obtained with the 

purefied plutonuum sample (d) with regards the rare earth 

fission products and strontuum. However, the rubiduum was
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•till cintapinatcd. and also to a certain degree the aesuoi.

(a) Stron^o

Several independent oasi spectiopeernc analyses of the 

itrontuio Isotopes in Sa^j^le D were oaaie. The results arc 

given in TMlblc XX.

Since oeaeurcoents were oade at various intervals over 

a leiida of a few weeks, it wai poseible to follow the decay 
of the Sr®/lSr9C rat^o and Uius evaluate the haf-lifc of Sr^ 

The data for this ii shown in Tabic XQI. The value obtained 

(52.8 days) wai used in oaking the deny correction for the 
Sr9iCeld in Tabic XX.



Relative Fission Yields of che strontium Isotopes.

17J3LE XXI

Sample Calendar 
time 

(hours)

Sr 
Iso
tope

Mass spec, 
ratio

Corrected 
for cont-g 
amination

Corrected 
for . 

D.o.y°

D-l 1745 86 0.186 ± 0.002
88 2.242 1 0.020 6.685 0.680
89 0.327 t0.004 0.327 0.775
90 1.600 1.000 1.000

D-2 2122 86 0.205 t 0.006
88 2.40? 10,040 0.690 6.685
89 0.268 1 O.OO3 0.268 0.780
90 1.000 1.000 1.000

D-3 2150 86 0.201 1 0.004-J
88 2.382 * 0.060 6.766 6.694
89 0.266 1 O.OOJ 0.266 0.786
90 1.000 1.000 1.000

Average 38 0.686*0.005
89 0.780 1 0.004
90 1.000

QZ
* Assuming Sr '/Sr in nature is 8.37 (72).

Assuming half-life of Sr^ is 52.8 days and for Sr^°, 19*9 years
(84). **

TAELj. XXII
89The Half-life of Sr 7

Srb9/Sr9° Symbol Calendar 
Time 

(hours)

Ratio
B/V

Elapsed time.t
(hours)

Kalf-life,Ti
(days) ’

0.327 (•) 1745 423 49.8
0.303 b 1892 (a)/(d) 405 55.8
0.268 0. 2122 (a)/( c) 377 54.6
0.266 d) 2150 (b .)/( e) 276 *7-3
0.256 (e 2168 (b)/(d) 258 56.7

Average 52.8
1.1.4

1 from decay equation N/b<0 . e-O.693t/T$
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(b) Neodymium

Accurate measurementa of the relative fission yields of 

the neodymium isotopes in both Samples C and D were made. The 

results ere given in Table XXIII«

Relative nation Yields of Neodymium lactose*

TABL3 XXIII

sample Calendar 
Time 

(days)

Nd 
Iso** 
tors

Mass Spec. 
Ratio

Corrected 
for cont
amination

Correoted for 
Decay and Cap

ture

0 565 142 0.122 t- 0.002
143 1.000 1.000 1.666
144 0.821 1 0.002 0.628 0.836*
145 O.685 10.004 O.685 0.685
146 0.6741 0.001 O.55O 0.550
148 O.385 1 0.002 0.371 0.371
IJO 0.2461 0.002 0.211 0.211

D 88 142 0.118
143 1.000 1.000 1.000°
144 0.250 0.154 0.845*
145 0.6901 0.003 0.690 0.686
146 o.6i6± 0.003 0.571 O.568
148 0.3851 0.003 O.38O 0.378
150 0.232 + 0.001 0.219 0.517

* Assuming half-life of Ce144 is 282 days (85).

b Assuming capture oross-section of Nd^43 334 barns (95)•
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(o) Samarium

The relative fission yields of the samarium isotopes

in Samples C and D are given in Table XCLV.

TABLE XXIV

Relative Fission Yields of Samarium Isotones

8ample Clendar
Time 

Uaye)

8a
Isotope

ilans spec, 
ratio

Crrected 
for cont
amination

Crrected 
for Cpture 
and Decay

C 567 147 0.573 to.007 0.537 1.464*
148 O.O53 10.004
149 1.000 1.000 1.000
JO 0.091 to.005 0.060 •••••h
151 0.674 to.013 0.721 0.694?
152 O.632 to.012 0.542 O’’Z97®
154 0.284 0.178 0.168

D 88 147 0.123 0.119 1.418*
148 0.004
149 1.000 1.000 i. 66
150 0.399 to.003 0.398
151 O.794 ±0.014 0.798 0.696?
152 0.766 tO.014 0.760 o.496°
154 0.290 10.006 0.233 0.202

a Assuming half-life of Pm**4- to be 2.52 years (Appendix C).

b Assuming to be 66.200 barns and L to be 15,000
barns Appendix C.

(d) CesUma

The mass speotromeerio data for the Cesium isotopes

In samples C and D are given in Table XXV.

several factors prevented a very accurate measurement 

of the yields of the cesium isotopes. In both samples (C and D) 

there was considerable neutron capture in Xe^^. This was sb-
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pedally large in Sapple D since the flux during irradiation 

wai o^r lO1^ neutrons/oZ/icc.

In addition, the Cs^33/Cs^3^ ratio for Saople D wai 

found to ahangc with tioe duc to tmtaplnatnln during hailing 

and la^i^Ic preparation. The lowest value found wai 1.168. 

Sinn this wai ouch higher than expected on the basis of the 

xenon data for laoe implc obtained by Flcoing (59), the follow

ing little cxperioent wai dme. The irradiated plutmiirn which 

had not dissolved during the preparation of Sample D for analy

sis wai treated with 5 cc. of HBr (freshly distilled into poly

thene) and the cciiio isotope ratios in the resulting solution 

(D'O acte:mnnea using the laoe technique ai for Saoplc D. The 

Cs^33/Ce^3^ ratio for Sapule D*  wai found to bc 0.821. In 

addition, the Cs13^/Cs13^ ratio wai found to bc 0.367*  0,004 as 

cdupared to 0.384*0.002  for Saople D. This difference in the 
Cs^^/Cs13^ ratios wai considered to bc significant and possibly 

indicative of looe cscapc of Xe133 (9,13 ^ur. auri.ng simple 

iriBdiatiii. If looe Xe"33? had cscapcd froo the plttdnilm cnd. 

on decaying, depcsit^ on the wads of the quartz capsule as 
Cs^33, nntlPtlete aiisolution of the llutdni^u would have re-

115 suited in a solution slightly enriched in Ci as observed. 

On thi- ba6ii, onc would expect the escape of Xe133 ^o bc very 

significant because of its tomtparSively long h^!^:^-lif^c (5*27  

days). This oight attount for the large aisirepBnlcy (about 

30$ bctwccn the Cs133/0®13 istio1 for iSarn^cs D and D’.

Henoc. only a rough estoate of the Cs133/Ci13 fi--!^
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TABLE XXV

Relative Pissjon Yields of Cesium Isotopes

Sample Clendar 
Time 

(r/eara)

Cs
Isotope

Maes Spec. 
Isotope Ratio

Corrected 
Relative 

Yields

C 1.44 133 15.7
135 0.866 t0.002
137 1.000 1.00°

D 0.20 w 1.168 * 0.002 0.90*0.10°w 0.184 i 0.002 1.01*
137 1.000 1.00

D* 0.20 M3 0.821 t 0.009 0.90.i0.10°
135 0.367 1 0.004 1.01°
137 1.000 1.00

* Corected for capture using corresponding Xe data (59) and 
assiming fission yield of mass 135 to be equal to that of 
mass 130.
Crrected for decay assuming half-ll.fe of Cs“3? to be 29 
years.

0 See 'text;.
d Assuming neutron flux to be 3*53 x l^01^ neutrons /hr. (based 

on samarium data) and cross-section of Xe-*35 to be 3.3 x 10° 
barns.
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ratio could be made*  The average of the two results (D and D*)  

was 0.995. This was likely a little high due to contaminntion. 

^erelTore the tm os3l/0sg3 ratio was taken to be 0.90*0.10.  

On the other hand the tiue Ce13/Cs137 ra'tio was taken to be 

(0.367+ 0,384)/2 or 0 376.
The Cs13/03337 ratio for Sample 0 was corrected in the 

ftllowtag mamer. The Cs^Vc^33 ratio for tMs sample was 

assumed to be the same as that for Sample D, namely 0.90 after 
mttwUm for decay in Ces33. The yield of Ce^33 was arbitrari 

ly taken to be 6.2/ from a plot of the xenon isotope yields 

using the data of Fleming (59) given in Table XXV. The corres
ponding yield for Ce13 was, thlrlforl, 6.9%, and the observed 

yield of Os133, 5«8£« Then it was assumed that actual fi^icm

yield of Ca^3 was the same as t^-t for Xe133. On this baisid

the 0s13 yield should have been half the sum of the ^^r^ed 

yields of Ce13 and Xe133, namely (5»8 + 8.6)/2 or 7.5%. This

gives a value of 1.04 for the ftaal Css33/Cs13 fLosLrn ratio 

(Table XXT).
A more direct method of correcttag the Ce^3/0^33 was 

adopted for Sample D. In this case the neutron flux during 

irradiation could be calculated with fair accuracy from the 

corresponding samarium data on the basis of the observed amoount 

of oapture in 3n143 (as ev^enced by the amoount of Sa130 ^raod) 

assuming- a cross section of 66,200 barns (see Appendix C). The 

amoount of capture to be expected in Xe13? as a result of this 

flux (3.53 x IO16 neutrrnB/ML2.Arur) and a crr8s-Blctiot of
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3«3 x IO4 ^rna was thvn calculi id with ^he use of equat.on 1

of Appendix The Cc144/^14 ratio on c^i^^eat.^on bKame 1»01,

in satisfactory agreement with the value above (Table XXT)«

TABLS XXVI

Union. Yields of Xenon Isotopes

isotope Viaelon Yield 
(*>»

131 3.61

132 5.04

13* 7.16

136 8.58

R Taken from data given by Flem
ing (59).

(e) Cerium "-nd Barium

prli.imrdlry values for C(i144/Cv 142 and Ba140/^142 wer 

obtained. These ari giTin in Table XXII. The error in these 

results may bv ns much as 5X«
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TABLE XXII

Reeative Fillion Yields of Cerium and Bariim Isotones

Sample Calendar 
Time 

Ldays)

Isotope Mass Spec* 
Isotope 
RMtio

CCrrected for 
(Cnntatinnaion

Corrected 
for 

Demy .

D 79 Ce 140 2.59
142 1.00 1.00 1.00
144 o-599 0.599 0.717*

D 73<2 Ba 134 0.0223
135 0.0580
136 0.0732
1# 0.1013
138 1.000 l.ooo* 1.000
140 0.00796 0.0227 0.832°

* Assuming natural isotopic abundances given by Nier (96).

13 Assuming half-life of CeX4^ to be 282 days (85).

c Assuming haaf-life of BaX^ to be 12«80 days (97).

(f) Results of Isooo-pe Dilution

The a^c^ur^lb of Cs1’ Rdd’’ and StaX*̂  in an aliquot of 

fiiBim product solution (d) was determined by isotope diluton 

in the manner outlined in the Experimental Secdon. The re

sults obtained are given in Table XXIII.
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TABLE XXIII

Isotope Dilution Data for Sample D

a Corr^ted for neutron capture in an14?.

Isotopes M.S. lootope Ratio No • of atoms ■mm orn .m——I
tampered Before

i.d.
After
i.d.

added. .( x 101*)
Iso- No. of 
tope atope

(xton
Relative

cs 133 1.229 2.283 2.100 Ca 137 1-9Q2 2.67
137 1.000 1.000 ca 137 1*772

Nd 142 0.118 1.228 1.870 Nd 143 0.761143 1.000 1.000 0.841

Nd 144 0.250 1.163 1.646 Nd 143 0.732143 1.000 1.000 0.841

Nd 146 O.613 1.036 1.185 V4 1 A > A n A 0
143 1.000 1.000 0.841

Average

Nd 143 0.742

Nd 143 0.745 
± 0.011

1.000

3p 147 0.123 0.826 0.491 Sp 149 0.235*
149 1.000 1.000 0.451

SP 148 0.004 0.592 0.367 sp 149 0.236
149 1.000 1.000 0.451

Sin 1J1 0.794 0.211 Sp 149 0.228
149 1.000 1.000 0.451

Sp 152 0.778 1.620 0.868 SP 149 0.226
149 1.000 1.000 0.451

Average an 149 0.231
t 0.004

0.310



A critical tion of the coiwdLtions easting

during the irradiation of Samle B, hr a shown that the total 

number of fissions calculated on the baiSLs of the BIA data is 

subject to several smei oorrteotions. These arise as follcwsj

1) During the irradiation thoro was some fission of due 
to the presence of n sna.1 but nevertheless significant per

contuse of fast neutrons. It is estimated that this accounted 

for abeut 2.5% of tho fission ■■roduotc observed in Sample B.

2) A cikoulRtion taking into account the neutron energy distri
bution in the portion of tho NRX pile where Groupie 3 was 

irradiated and the variation of the cross-sec tions for boron 
and uranium Wth neutron energy lias shown (99) thnt the nurber 

of fissions basod on the data given in Appendix A vas high by 

about 2%.
5) The absorption of neutrons by the ur ■ nlum made tho theimOL 
neutron flux within the sample somewhat lowor than that a few 
centimeters away. It is imIpssiLbLe to determine Just how this 

flux was related to that wit!:iin the capsule of boron tri fluo

ride. Howerer, a simplified calculation treating the sample 

as a sphere of apubvlont dimensions has indicated that the 

flux inside the sample night have boon lev-or than that influ

encing the boron by ns much as 3/».

74
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4) AP>ooJd.imaely 0.5 per cmt of thv U2-4 origidalll, 

present in thv sample was consumed during thv rr]adrltiod•

Although some of thvai factors were m^utu^a^ly 

oomppndsaidgl thv overall result was to mike thv calculated 

number of fissions about 3 pvr cent too high. Thhrefori, 

the fission yields reported in thv previous section 

should, on this basis, all bi raised by 3 pvr cent.

The values obtained on making this correction 

are given in thi first column of Table XJXCX. The li^m-ts 

of error quoted for thiev figures ari based entirely on 

thi statisticli error in thi mass aovotrodetrrl meesurv- 

ments of thi B^/B11 c^nge. The lotual error may bi 

even luger.

Hence, in view of thv fact that tills group of 

fission products accounts for more than 75 por cent of 

thv total fission yield in thv heavy mss region, it 

becomes attractive to calculate the individual yields 

by dorpallzrdg the whole group to thi differinci between 

100 pir cent and thi sun of thi yields of thi heavy 

fragments. Idluva for thi latter aa reported in thi 

literature are given in Table XXX. When thisi are taken 

for the do^mlizatied, the results listed in thi second 

column of Table XXIX are obtained.

The fact that thi two sets of data agrii within

thi probable error in thi flux mensuriment is a good
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TABUS XXIX
The Yields of Heavy Fragment Masses in the Thermal Neutron Fis

sion of U2? From the Present Woork 

Isotope -Fiwaion . YUl* (J— 
Based on BF, flux Normalized to a to-

measurement ^(corrected) tal yield of 100%

Xe 131 2.83+1010® 2.92

Xe 132 4.23 —0,14 4.37

S x33 6«40±0.22 6.61

Xe 134 7.74±o.26 8.00

Ce 135 6.22±0.21 6.43

Xe 136 6.17 ±0.21 6.37

Ce 137 5.93±0.20 6.13

Ce 140 6.30b 6.30

Ce 142 6.00±0.18 6.00

Nd 143 5.59 ±0.19 5.77

Nd 144 5.16 ±).18 5-33
Nd 145 3.72 ±o.13 3-84

Nd 146 2.82±0.10 2.91

Sm 147 2.31 ± 0.08 2.39

Nd 148 1.57 ±0.05 1.62

Sm 149 1.10 ±0.04 1.14

Nd 150 0.60^ ±o.o2j 0.629

Sm 151 0.4-2? ±0.01^ 0.451

Sm 152 0.276±0.009 0.285

Sm 154 o.O7£± 0.003 0.077

Total 75.5 i 2.3 77.6

* Xenon isotope ratios . (60) normalized at mass 133. 
” Assuming yield of Ba1^ to be 6.30^ (98).
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indication that thc fission yields as obtained by intoipc 

d-lution are likely to be qu.te acc^^r^'te relative to one 

another. Unness thc d? ta taken from thc lit • rsture ii 

on thc whoUc out by oore than 10 per cent, it ii aln 

likely that thc absolute fission yields obtained by thc 

noroaiEatim procedure above are accurate to vfithin 2 

or 3 p • r cent.

Of particular interest ii thc fact that thc 
resulting yield of Xe •• ii considerably less than thc 

presently f^■vdred radndchculcal value of 3.14 per crnt 

(66), but ii fairly connlitent with earlier data (64). 

On the other hand, thc ■value of 6.61 per cent for thc 

yiela of Cs13? le in excellent agrecocnt with thc yJsla 

of 6.62 per cent for Xe133 reported by Kateoff and 

Rubinion (99) • Howecer, thc Kt.143 yield of 5.77 pcr 

cent obtained hcrc ii 1ngni^nisitll higher than thc 

radi.dchcucill value df 5.4 per cent ieported for Ce343 (100),

The now v&luci of thc fission yields in the 

heavy OLSi region are plotted in F.gurc 2 along with 

thc hynohhtical fission yield curve deduced by Panjuc. 

This curve wbi obtained by si^stoing a loooth. yield osi 

curve (alio given in F.gurc 2) for thc prioary fission 

fragoenti and satisfying thc requirement that all arioBry 

frago©^- with 83, 85, 87, and 89 neutrons cOitted a 

neutron to foro thc enerGeeiially favl1UiBble 82, 84, 86,
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T3BLE XXX

Repprted Yields of Fission Products in the Heavy Mass Region 
for U255

Mass Fission Yield 
 (%)

Remarks

11/ - 129 1.8 Taken from Sullivan Chdrt (63)

130 2.1 Repprted by Pappas (58)

138 6.2 Taken frem Stu.livan Clhrt (63)

139 6.4 Reed and Tturkevich (101)

141 5./ Bturgus and Ballou (102)

153 0.15 Taken from Suuiivan Chhrt (63)

155- 162 0.06 Taken from Suu-divan Ctart (63)

Total 22.4

and 88 neutron configurations respectively.

It is readily apparent that the dip predicted at 

mass 143 is not borne out by the present re . ults. Since 

no accurate values for the fission yields at imsses 138,

139, and 141 have been obtained, it cannot be established 

wli *ther or not neutron emission by fragments with 3 and 5 

neutrons more than the 82-neutron shell is significant. 

Howeevr, in view of the lact that the yields of masses

140, 142, 143, and 144 as obtained from the present work



FIGURE 2 • HEAVY MASS HUMP-U^ FISSION
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lie on a smooth curve it does not seem likely that thi 

rather marked peaks predicted at masses 138 and 141 ari 

actually present. ^101^61651, an accurate evaluation

of the yields of mi-ssis 138, 139, and 141 is really 

dlclasary before a final decision is reached.

It has already been shown (54) that dvutred vImssied 

from primary fragments with 83 dvutreda does not account 

foir all thi fine structure obavrvvd at maes 13*4.  To got 

agreement with l:xperipendtal data, one has to assume a 

preferential yield in fission for fragments with 82 neutrona 

aa originally suggested by Wilis it al (55). Thia ie 

included under thv dotted line in Figure 2.

Any preference in thi primary fission act should 

bi rlvelied aa fine structure in both humps of thi mss 

yield distribution. Glvndenin (56) liis already indicated 

that thi observed fine structure at missis 100 and 101 

coincided with that at m^a^^is 133 and 134 provided one 

assumed 2.5 neutrons were emitted from each pair of 

fragments.

It is of interest to carry out such a oomIPa’isod 

between thi two humps now that more accurate data ie 

available. The yields of fission products in thi light 

miss rlgied that were obtained from thi present work 

are given in Table XXXI. These have been plotted in 

Figure 3 along with thi best available radrechvpical data
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TABLE XXXI

The Yields of Light Fragment Msssos in the Therml Neutron
M-seion of U255 From the Present Work

FLssion Yield
Isotope Based on BFj 

Flint measurement 
(corrected.)

After Heavy mass 
yields norml- 
ized to 100%

Kr 85 0.529±0.018a 0.5+7

Kr 84 0.99, ±0.034 1.026
Kr OrRb 85 1.26 ± 0.04 1.30

Kr 86 1.96 ± 0.07 2.03

Rb 87 2.41 t 0 .08 2.49

Sr 88 3.44 ± 0.12 3.56

Sr 90 5.71 i 0.20 5.90

Total 16.30 ± 0.55 16.86

R Krypton isotope ratios (60( normlized at mass 85.

and the miss spectromeerLc results of Glenderd.n ot aL 

(56) for the relative yields of the isotopes of molyb

denum and zircon!m (Table II), normlized at Zr9^ a. 6.18% 

rd Mo95 a 6.25%. Tha actual data chosen for the plot 

are given in Table XXXJI.

In FLgure 4, the Light peak and the heavy peak 

have been plotted together on the basis of two neutrons
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PrSlWOn

Reported Yields of 71>sion Products In tho Light Maos Region
----------—for U235

IMtSB MLitomit 
Involved

i’LmLen Yli 
(H)

eld Rttnarko

72-80 0.15 Token from Sill van Ciart(Jj)
81 SO 0.13 fcMloohonloiai (103)
82 0.26 Token from SHI van Ciort
89 3r 4*75 Rpdloohttiioal (104) rel. 

to Ba14cr s 6.3%
91 zr 5*50 Mass epeotromotrlc (56) 

normalized at Zr** • 6.18#
92 ZT 5.63

93 ZT 6.02

94 Zr 6.18
9$ Ko 6.25 Mmh opoctrometrlc (56) 

nonaallzed at L'o“> • 6.25#
96 ZT 6.16

97 ItO 5.93
98 Mo 5.90

100 mo 6.46

99 mo 6.0 Rl^£|gi]^<«^l^<ell (57) rol. to
101 mo 5.6

102 Mo 4.1

10$ MO 1.35

1®3 3.7 Taken from Sullivan Curt 
(63)

104 2.0

106 0.52 RallochorniGzaL (105)

107 - 117 0.4 Taken from SilUvan Ciart

Tota. a3.o
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FIGURE 3' LIGHT MASS HUMP- U235 FISSION



FIGURE 4 - COMPARISON OF LIGHT AND HEAVY MASS „
YIELDS IN THERMAL NEUTRON FISSION 0FUZ3
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emitted per fission. It is readily seen that the light 

is somewlht broader than the heavy peak. Annoher inter

esting feature is that the yields of comppementary fragments 

with mass ratio up to 132/102 seem to correlate satisfact

orily on the basis of two neutrons emitted per fission.

For higher mass ratios, however, the correlation is by 

no mteans straightforward. It appears that primary 

light fragments formed a considerable distance from any 

nuclear shell still have a significant prolbUiity of 

emitting more than one neutron. Thorefore it is possible 

that in the light mass region, the medvanism postulated 

by Pappas, as applied to the 50-neutron shell may actual

ly be quite significant. In fact, Pappas (58) has pre

dicted that if primary fragments with 51, 53, 55, and 5/ 

neutrons '^03.1-^^' a neutron, then the observed result 

would be a slightly developed fine structure in the mass 

region 82 to 88, the mass region 90 through 100 (the top 

of the light peak) would show a depressed yield and a 

small indentation would be expected to show up around 

mass 92. TOLs is essennially wlhit has been observed 

eroept that the depression starts at mass 91 and the yield 

of mass 90 is considerably enhanced. Such a result is 

more connsstent with the postulate that only fragments 

Wth 51, 53, and 55 neutrons "boi-off" a neutron. In 
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other words, It appears that the emission of an extra neutron 

from a fragment with 57 neutrons does not occur to any 
appreciable extent*

One way to assess the importance of nuclear shells 

in producing fine structure through a post-fission process 

such as that suggested by Pappas is to compare the yLeld 

mss curves for different fissioning nudei. If the fine 

structure observed in the different cases occurs in more 

or less the same region and is of comp^ar-blo magnitude, 

then a neotomism involving the emission of neutrons in 

the region of closed sholls would bo substantiated. On 

the other hand, any preference for certain nuclear ^11- 

figurations for the fission fragments should bo quite strongly 

dependent on the exec-tation energy and the binding energy 

of the fragments in the parent nucleus. Thus for Pu2^9, 

for examppe, where the peak-to-vaIley ratio is considerably 

lower than for U2-? (that is, 150 as compmed ta 550 res

pectively), one would expect that fine structure due to a 

primary fission process would be considerably srriHer than 

observed for U2^-1. Fino structure based on a mechanism 

such as that sug .ested by Pappas, however, should still be 

qu.te pronounced, if it exists at all or is as ex-tensive 

as Pppas indicates.
o- *

The fi^i^ yields of Pu2?9 ob'tained relative to
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Nd1'9 isotope Elution as given in Table XXVIl have

been plotted in Figure 5 and the relative yields of xenon, 

cesium, neodymium, and samarium isotopes normalized at 

these points. The resulting curve (Figure 5) shows no 

marked fine structure; the region from mass 140 to 150 

being exceptionally regular. Once again, preferential 

emission of neutrons from fragments with 5 and 7 neutrons 

beyond the closed shell of 82 is nor borne out. The 

relatively simU fine structure at miss 134 also indicates 

that preferential eirisslon of neutrons from fragments 

with 83 and 85 neutrons cannot be very significant. In 

fact it may be due entirely to structural preference in 

the primary fission process, as suggested by Fleming (59).

Fleming (59) lias also observed that the yields of 

Kr® and Kr°9 in Pu-39 fisslon are somewlmt Mgher than 

would be indicated by a smooth curve drawn through the 

yiolds of Sm17"9, Ndd9°> aM Sn13\ suggesting tint an 

enhanced yield in this region, probably due to a preference 

for 50 neutron configurations, is chrrateerstic of the 

primary fission process. Acc curate absolute fission yield 

data are necessary, however, to make further compa-alcons 

v/oothwhhle.

The yield of miss 137 relative to 143, alhhough 

not relevant to the above discussion of the observed fine 

structure, is nevertheless of considerable Interest in that
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FIGURE 5- THERMAL NEUTRON FISSION YIELDS 
IN Pu239
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it disagrees mi.rkedly with wlrat one would expect on thi 

basis of radroohvm.cal data. The ratio obtained by 

isotope dilution was 2.67 whereas thi value corresponding 

to thv rldiooelpical fiLssicn yield curve for P1249 io 

about 1.7» Since thi present result ie based on only 

one set of isotope dilution ^ta, it conceivably may be 

in error, but the rvased for this ie not apparent at thv 

momt. Howwvcr, samples of olutonil■m have been rlr:lldrated 

since tills work was done and it should bv possible to check 

this value in the near future.
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APPENDIX

A. Roulta of the Flux-:*easurement with BF^ Monitor

The details of the irradiatOoi of natural uraniim with 

as moontor have been discussed in the Experimental 8eotion.

The ratio of > before irradiation to that after irradia-

tion was found to be 1.029S0.001. By assuming that this
change had been caused only by the reaction 0(n, <)JLl**,  the

effective flux of thermal neutrons may be calculated as folOowsJ

At any time, t, during irradiation,

or

where N is the number of B10 atoms present a*t time, t

f is the thermal neutron flux
10 CTb is the thermal neutron capture cross-section o^ B 

No is the tlmber of B^° atoms present when t 3 0

Now,

or

whence

and (1
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(2

Since t is known, the flux can be calculated directly 

from equation 1 provided (Tf is known. However, for the calcu

lation of the number of fiaeoons occurring in the uranitm during 

the irradiation we can proceed as foioows.

The number of fissions per gram of uranium at any time, 

t, is given by

where f is the thermal ne^ltron flux, as before
Of is the cross-aectOn for fission of U2f to thermal 

neutrons
2 *5N235 is t tt number atoms of U J per gram of natural U.

Su>bsituting equation 1 in equation 2, we get

(3

2 "’5If the per cent abundance U J in natural uranitm is taken to 

be 0.715 (88),

or

f”BNaiurrllff can 136 giv®n the value 1.29, this being the aver

age of three literature values (89) (90) (91 )• For our sample, 
the per cent abundance of B10 in boron before irradiatOn is 

18.84; the same as reported by Inghrem (92) for natural boron.

Hence,
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On substitution of the above values for H235 and B 3:

This value was used to calculate the number of fissions 

in each of the samples listed in Table VII.

B. Neutron tepture in Xe15

The decay chain Involving Xe1^ is as foioows!

Two simplifying assumptions can be mule!

(i) All of the I35 mass c^<^iLn starts at I13?. That is, the pri-

135mary yield of Xe is assumed to be zero, and the short
135lived precursors of I J are negleoted.

(ii) The 15.3 minute1 Xe13> is ne^e^ed compared wtth the long

er lived 6.68 hour l135 and "the 9*13 hour Xe^11.

Having made these assumptions it has been shown (59) (60) 

that r.d, the ratio of the amoouit of the 135 chain consumed by 

capture to the total fission yield for mass 135, is given by

Where

and f is the thermal neutron fluid

(1
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115C"o is the neutron capture cross-section of Xe

t is the time of irradiation;
Xy ie the decay constant of 1^35 (0.10J7 hr.*l)»

Ag is the decay constant of Xa1^ (0. O759 hr.’^).

For the sample under consideration at present, namely 

the BF^-monitored uranium, it was found (from pile data) that 

the irradiation during the period stated in Table IV (36 days) 

was not continuous, but c^r^n^jlsted of fire periods ranging from 

70 hours to 140 hours. Fortunately, however, the time between 
jper^ds was long enough to permit 99% or mm re of the Xo1^? 

formed during the latest irradiation period to decay before 

irradiation was resumed. Hence, by assuming om^t^pi^lte decay of 

Xs135 between periods, and by ^ea^ng each period as an inde

pendent irradiation, only a very sm^ai error (less than 1%) was 

introduced. The flux during all irradiation periods was assu

med to be constant and to be given by dividing the total 

(actual) operating time into the ft value obtained from the BF^ 

data (Appendix A). Thus with

(Appendix A, equation 1)

and (operating time),

Taking the cross section of natural boron to be 755 
barns (91) (9^4t) and the abundance of B^0 to be then
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and

Table XJIIIIgives a few values of R^ obtained for the 

above value of the flux, f, and arbitrarily ohosen values for 

c using equation 1.

TABLE XXCIII

Caaculated values of Ry, for various values of

Rb
o’.

(x 106 ^rns)

0.250 3.0

0.277 3 ft ? *

0.323 4.0

The value o^ Rr obtained expeeirneettaiy for the BP

monitored uranium sample was since

(Table IX) and (135/133)figs_ = 0.972.

This corresponds to

The probable error on this result Is * 0.2 x 10 bams 

due mainly to the unocetainty in the flux measureDie^
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5* Haf-lives and CroaB-ieotlons of Rare garth Iaotopea

(>) w-ut, of m147.

In th« decay chain of mac- 147. I’m*0 deaaya to -table
147Sm with a half-life that haa been reported aa 2.26 year-

(62) and 2.6 year- (85).

Inghram (62) obtained the value 2*26 year- by assuming 

a -mooth fis-ion yield curve from mas-e- 148 to and by 

moating u-e of the foioowing equation-:

TOiere ?147» **149* “lJO' are the number- of atom- of the oorre-- 
r ~ ? poning eaui-rium ieotopeB after a cal

endar tine t2?

t1 i- the t*me of neutron i]rndiataan!

-u ie the number of uranium. atom-!

Q ie the fl0sian orae8-eeotion for uran
ium!

Y149 i- the fractional yield o^ the 149 mn-e
^lain!

r i- the thermal neutron flux!

0*149 i- the capture orae8-eeotion of Sm10!

* 147 i- the decay constant o^ Pm147 .
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In the present case, it is not necessary to assume a 

emoo th curve as Inghrcm (62) did, since values of ^147/^^14^9 

and *149/^1^0 ore available for two samples (A and 1) whose 

cooling times were quite different. However, it is necessary 

to assume that the fission ratio of mass 147 to mass 149 io 

the same for bo "th samples. This is likely a valid assumption 

since the neodymium isotope ratios for the two samples are 

Identical within experimental error (Table XIV).

To make the calculation, it is convennent to express 

N147 in terns of ■Ance the latter sum is the ao-
149 

tual number o^ atoms of S& that would have been observed 

had there been no capture. Henoe, we have the following equa

tion!

Tor each sample (A and B), R^^- i» known (Table XVII). 

The only unknowns are, th8refor«) Y147A149 - A147 • r°r 

further simplification, we divide the equation for R^^y (Sample 

B) by the equatUn for R^ (Sample A){ thus codling 

Y147/Y149 and °btaining an equation in A 147 alone as follow!

Vor sample A! R14? « 1.364 (Table XVIII)

t^ • 13 days

t2 • 2950 days
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For sampPe B:

Hence,

Whence

This corresponds to a half-life of 2.52 years. The probable 

error on this result is estmated to be ' 0.09 year. This in

cludes the error based on the standard deviations of the mass 

apectromeeric data used (Table HUI).

(b) Tie Neutron Capture Cross-Section of Em149

The e^l^alions renting the observed yieMs of &n149 and 

Sm1'’0 to the aotual amoouit of mass 149 produced in fission have 

already been given (equations 2 and 3 above). By dividing equa

tion 2 by equation 3 we get:

For Sample B, the ratio was found to be

3.92±0.006 (Table HUI), Also Ft^ was evaluated from the BH
18data as (7.14'0.25) x 10x neutrons. Subssitution of these 

values in equation 6 gives a value for 0" . . equal to 

66,200 ±2,500 barns.

(0) The Neutron Capture Cross-Section of Sa1?1 and, the HaK-life
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of Sm151.

151The yield at 3m ? is affected by neutron capture in 

this isotope as well as decay after irradiation. The capture 

also affects the yi.eld of S^m55. Hence, to evaluate the fis

sion yields at masses 151 and 152, the following equations 

have to be considered (62):

where the symbols convey the same meaning as before.

If we express and N52 in terms of (^49+ *190^

then fusing equations 2, 3, 7» and 8) we have

say.

It is assumed that Yj 51/^149 and are the

seme for Sanples A and B. In addition for Sample A it is assumed
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that the neutron capture in Sm1Y was negligible (less than 1%) 

eince the ftux was only 6 x 1011 neutronB/cm.2/sec. Therefore, 

the ■*'^150) ratio for this sample is considered to be

the fission raMo uncorrected for decay in Thus for

Sample A, equations 9 and 10 can be simplified to the foilowing 

farm a:

Hence, by substituting Y151/Y149 and in equa

tions 9 and 10 for Sample B, only three larameeers remain to be 

evaluated, namely F, (J~^5^, and 5151 . However, F has been de

termined for Sample B from the BF5 dalta. C^n^ns^c^i^e^r^ntLy only two 

unknowns and 5^^ remain. Since there are also two equa

tions, these can be evaluated.

Using the aipropiiate data in Table XI1I, and solving
18equations 9 and 10 after substituting Ft^ s 7.14 x 10x neutrons 

151(from BF^ data), the capture cross-section of Sm ' was calcu-
151lated to be 15,000 5 6, 000 barns, and the half-life of Sm z was 

found to be 9Q years.


